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I NTF.:ODur:T I ON
The title of this thesis implies that there is in fact a
l'"elationship between Dl'" Robel'"t Schullel'"'s concept of human
self-esteem and specific aspects of the doctrine of
Sanctification in Neo-Orthodoxy.
The objective of this thesis is to examine these doctl'"ines in
question in order to determine just how closely linked they
are and to what degYee they influence each other. ~;el f···
esteem, Ol'" self-love, as it is often referred to, is regarded
by some evangelicals as being a cc~cept which may not be
entirely biblical. Paul Brownback states in his book The
Danger of Sel f··-\ ove that sel f-love is a populal'" myth which
has crept into evangelicalism and is busy destl'"oying the
process of honest examination of ourselves in ol'"der to come
theto a life in
a Holy God.of
to tel'"ms with certain realities pel'"taining
1.
sight
This particular type of criticism will be evaluated as the
thesis pl'"ogl'"esses and it will become evident that cl'"itics of
/ ...
. i • ~ r ~ : ' _, ~. ., '.
Christ as Saviour,
the self-love, self-esteem concept have distanced themselves
from what men li~e Dr Schuller are in actual fact saying when
it cOmes to one's relationship with oneself in relation to a
Holy God.
The writer's particular interest in considering Schuller's
concept of human self-esteem in relation to the doctrine of
Sanctification in Neo-Orthodoxy arIses from the fact that he
believes that Karl Barth, a leading figure in Neo-Orthodoxy,
has introduced a doctrine of Sanctification that the
evangelical church of the modern era has yet to grasp and to
apply in order to experience a positive attitude to life.
Schuller's message to the world today is a message of
successful living, a message of possibilities that the
average individual has not even began to dream about as yet.
Barth's message to the world today is that until we can
picture ourselves absolutely and totally redeemed and set
free in Christ Jesus we will continue to regard ourselves a
failure and in doing so will continue to strive within our
own strength to be the achiever that we, having acknowledged
2.




Has Schuller simply developed a doctrine of Humanism based on
some of the other great positive thinkers of our time? Has
he not in fact moved beyond them in introducing a psychology
of self-esteem, which does not detract from the work of
Christ, but rather enables individuals to move beyond the
gloomy world of their own failure to a point of seeing
themselves in a new light? Schuller s0bstantiates this by
pointing out that, "If any person is (engraft£-2d) i.n Chl-i~:;t,
the Messiah, he is (a new creature altogether) a new
creation; the old (previous moral and spiritual condition)
has passed away.
3.
In considering some of the above questions the wri.ter intends
introducing a concept that is relatively new in evangelical
circles. A concept of human self-esteem that goes beyond
humanity itself and points us to our position in Christ. An
approach that does not si~ply examine Schuller with
presuppositions that place him in one particular camp that
then creates a bias toward his material either positive or
negative irrespective of how good or bad, relevant or
irrelevant, his material might be.
/ ...
4.
For far too long evangelical theologians have been guilty of
this unforgivable naivety. If evangelical fundamentalists
claim to have all the answers in 20th century theology and in
particular in the last decade, the 80's, then we must take
In doing so it is of utmosthc:.~s to say.
':: 0 g n 1 s <') n c £:? 0 f what J err y Fa l'.,J f:? 1 1 i n h i~:; boo k Th (': Fun d a me rl:c a..:.:.
1 i st Phenomenon 4.
importance that we hear Bernard Ramm in his book After-_.._-
Fundamentalism 5. where he argues that evangelical theology,
to be taken seriously in the 20th century, must be able to
come to terms with historical criticism, scientific
developments, and human progress, while retaining
faithfulness to Scripture. 6.
Th~ writer of this thesis is of the opinion that the church,
generally speaking, has refused to recognise the desperate
heartcry of a depressed and despondent world.
been a continual convincing of people of their sinful nature,
irrespective of their so-called spiritual position. F'eopl e
are constantly reminded of their self-worthlessness until
they are reduced to an absolute nothing. Having been brought
to this position they are then told that there is a degree of
hope in Christ and as then as they reach out in desperation
they are reminded that they will never attain Christlikeness
/ ...
f-'·'I .. ,.· .... :l
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W.
and continuously need to repent because of their short-
(: omi ngs. The point Schuller makes is that we need to build
on the positive which a life in Christ has to offer and not
the nt0gc~tive.
Or James Oobson i nt r oduc es hi s book Hi de or Seek ~"Ji t h a
(:haptf~"(" entitled "The Epidemic of Inferior-ity" and in doing
so stresses the importance of self-esteem by stating that,
The matter of personal worth is not only the
concern of those who lack it. In a real sense,
the health of an entire society depends on the
ease with which its individual members can gain
pf2r <30nal ac c ept anc e. Thus, wherH?vE0"( t hE~ kE0Y~:;
to self-esteem are seemingly out of reach for
a large percentage of the people, as in 20th
century America, then widespread mental illness,
neuroticism, hatred, alcoholism, drug abuse,
violence and social disorder will certainly
occur. Personal worth is not something
human beings are free to take or leave. We
must have it, and when it is unattainable,
f?vE0"(ybody sUffers.?·
In the same way as Or Dobson sees inferiorii y affecting
society, the writer of this thesis believes that a spiritual
inferiority has crept into the church. Christians continue
to regard themselves as failures because of the constant
teaching in this regard. Unless we can be brought to the
point of realising that we are what we are in Christ and that
/ ...
G.
we can never be anything other than this, a continual
spiritual decline and guilt trip will take place that will
leave us struggling in an attempt to win favour with God in
our own strength.
The development of the thesis will include a study of the man
Schuller, his background, theology and methodology. In doing
so his concept of h~man self-esteem will also be discussed at
length in order to determine a platform from which a
comparative study in relation to the doctrine of
Sanctification will then take place.
In considering the doctrine of Sanctification it will also be
necessary to include a brief study of the doctrine of
Justification as these two are integrally linked.
In presenting the final chapter of this thesis the objective
of- comparing Schuller's human self-esteem to Neo-Orthodox
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THE ~::Ot2I1J:F'I pF, HUMAt:! 9ELF -=E~~:n~~J~i"1
IN EJ~J=.!rrLQt:! HI ~; f-\ NeTI r;- :E.J.:t}Il.QLl.
The VE?{'y thouf;Jht of ,f,:?nt",?·(ir,t;.l a' discussion PE?'(tc.7tininq t.::.
positive thinking when discussing evangelical doctrines such
as Sanctification and Justification would at the outset seem
herE,ticaJ. . I t i ~~ , how f.~ VE'(, i rn p 0 r t c:\ n tin r~ :.,; c:\ mi. nil') g the
concept of human self-esteem, to begin with the question of
positive thinking in the light of the fact that this issue
has played a major role in the thinking of Schuller.
not the only line of thinking that Schuller has adopted as
some critics have attempted to convince the conservative
evangelical world to believe, but has undoubtedly influenced
his approach to ministry significantly.
The previous chapter introduced the concept of Schuller's
human self-esteem in relation to the doctrine of
Sanctification. The point was made that as people discovered
their position in Christ as a direct result of the atoning
/ ...
work of Christ they are certainly in a position to examine
themselves more positively. In order then to appreciate
Schuller's thinking within its broader context, but neverthe
less in relation tn one's Sanctification, we must pause and
examine briefly the question of positive thinking.
Positive thinking is a philosophy that has been adopted and
used widely in near~y every walk of life. There is one word
that sums up most of the research in this field, that IS the
Being successful in that which we set out to
do is very important. Having the assurance that we have in
fact achieved that which we have set out to do is just as
important. All persons at some point in their lIves wants to
or have wanted to be achievers.
This concept of being an achiever and the importance of it
plays a major role in the realm of positive thinking. In
order to show how this approach to life has indeed become a
very relevant topic we need to briefly consider the types of
material that have been forthcoming in this field. L.et us
not for a moment lose sight of the fact that Schuller has
developed positive thinking to the point of possibility
thinking.
I . ..
The central theme of the writers mentioned below
is that we can all succeed. There is no reason why any
10.
person should be a failure in anything that they attempt.
This approach to life has definitely influenced Schuller as
will be pointed out later on. The positive thinkers have
introduced a concept. Schuller has developed this concept to
the point of applying it to Christianity in pointing out that
Karl 8arth, although never
claiming to be a positive thinker, has introduced the
theological world to a positive dynamic. 8arth has pointed
out that our position is complete in Christ Jesus and this
lJ . . . 1 1.
oug~G tn motIvate us posItIve. y.
With the above in mind let us now briefly note some of the
material that has certainly influenced Schuller's thinking
regarding his approach to the concept of human self-esteem.
The following persons are of importance to Schuller for they
reflect the importance of the concept of the winner.
Dr Norman Vincent Peale :---- One of America's leading authors
in the field of positive thinking whose book The Power of..
Positive Thinking made the best seller list in the U.S.A. in
/ ...
C ""'i', i' il/"
11.
since.
and has continued to affect the lives of people ever
Achieving is right at the centre of Dr Peale's
thinking and his book YOI-:.\. Can if you It:!J_Ll.!~ YQ~ Can clearly
illustrates this.
Perhaps this book may do something comparable
for you. The principles it teaches are packed
with power; so why not draw on that power? The
book tells you how. And remember, always
remember: You ,can if you think y~u can: 3 .
Dr Peale is a personal friend of Robert Schuller and has
certainly influenced S:huller's life and ministry.
has applied Vincent Peale's dynamics of positive thinking to
almost every aspect of his ministry. He contributes a large
part of the success of his ministry to it. ThE? point to
n(:,te, as will be pointed out later In the thesis, is that
Schuller continually applies this principle to his
relationship with Jesus Christ and the individual's
relationship with Jesus Christ.
Ed Foreman A United States Congressman is currently rated
as America's most persuasive speaker trainer - motivator
in the art of "Successful Daily Living". The title of his
series is Laughing Loving and Living =Your ~~ to the Good
/ ...
12.
1 'f 4.1 e.
Denis ~ Waitley, Ph~ Dr Waitley, amongst many other
positions, holds the positions of Rehabilitation Co-ordinator
for returned U.S. Vietnam prisoners of war and Psychologist
for Apollo Moon Programme astronauts. He has entitled his
ser i es The F'sychology of WiLlni ng
, 5.Wlnner.
Dr Wayne Dyer : He is a practicing therapist and an
associate professor in the Graduate School of St Johns
University in New York. The title to his series is How to be
~ NO'--I i mi t Person. 6 .-----
Dr Joyce Brothers : Having served on the faculties of both
the Columbia University and Hunter Colleqe in New York she is
now a frequent guest lecturer at Universities across the
count'(y. Dr Brothers has compiled a programme entitled
S 'S . 7.uccess 1:...2. ~ tate of Mlnd.
Earl Nightingale:
commercially sponsored five times weekly on nearly 1000
stations throughout the U.S., Canada and ten other countries,
/ ...
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13.
South Africa being one, making him one of the worlds most
listened to broadcasters. The title of his series which was
8.
widely accepted was Lead Th~ F"i.l:?l~-!-
The obvious link in the thinking of the abovementioned is
"'.... i nr"IE?r" 0'( i ent at ed. To the degree that if failure does
occur one would be regarded as an outcast or a social misfit.
This could be just as dangerous psychologically as cteating a
negative approach to life from the outset that would lead to
poor, or low self-esteem.
Now placed in the midst of this positive thinking school is
Or F.:obert Schuller himself.
. 9. TThinking has been WIdely accepted and greatly used. he
point to note is that Schuller's positive thinking and pure
secular positive thinking have plenty of similarities. They
both emphasize that the individual has the potential of being
a success. The difference being that pure secular positive
thinking does not incorporate the individual's completeness
in Christ whereas Schuller does. In examining Schuller's
doctrine of Human Self-Esteem this will become apparent. The
writer of this thesis is of the opinion that conservative




mentioned earlier and those mentioned below, have never
really looked beyond this approach of his regarding
possibility thinking and have therefore accused him of
humanism.
Dave Hunt and T.A. McMahon in thei~- book The Seduction ~=Li
-l . t' 't 10. t r b tI_:rl r 1 s 1 an lJ2L eq u"" e r<:O e'(
Jones who was responsible for
Schulle'( '"Jith the likE?s of Jim
the mass suicide in Jonestown.
"The Church needs to recognise that cults arE? only pa'(t of a
much larger and more seductive deception known as the New Age
being part of this movement and it is suggested by them In
their book that the likes of him will cause humanity to
worship the antichrist.
12.
Surely this is a rather radical bias to adopt based on some
fundamentalistic presupposition that Schuller has moved away
from an evangelical approach to fulfilling the Great
Commission of Jesus Christ. Quoting Christianity Today, Hunt
and I'kMahon point out that "Schuller is now reaching more
non-Christians than any other religious
13.
f\merica. "
The response should be one of
condemnation.
/ ...
praise to God, not
; I :' i .; '~ F \ \ •
If anything this type of naivety can only be destructive.
We are certainly of the opinion that positive thinking or
possibility thinking as Schuller refers to it, totally
isolated from the individual's relationship with Jesus Christ
is not acceptable in evangelical circles. This hds nev(-?'(
been Robert Schuller's intention and we will see this in a
Remembering then that it has been pointed out that the link
between self-esteem dnd Sdnctification centres in individuals
redlising their potential within themselves as a result of
Christ's finished work on the cross, it should now be cledr
dS to why it has been necessary to consider this question of
possibility thinking as Schuller calls it, OY positive
thinking as
14.
it is more commonly known .
.
Schuller's central theme in his approdch to the Christidn
walk is that of being the achiever, the winner. The thought
of failure should not be accommodated when one is in Christ. 15 .
The positive thinkers mentioned earlier concentrate on being
a winner. In the previous chapter on pages 2 dnd 3 it was




Schuller brings together the positive
thinking approach and the individual's completeness in Christ
and emphasizes that thinking posititively enhances one's
understanding of the completeness that is now ava~lable in
J
.. ,. t 16.,esus I_:rir l~;· •
Schuller's pattern of progression regarding thinking
positively and being complete in Christ may be described as
foIl O'...s:
1. Individuals thinking positively will realise their self-
2. As this realisation of self-worth is developed, a high
self-esteem is obtained, resulting in a positive
attitude toward life generally.
3. Christ's complete work on the cross is what ultimately
brings the individual to a full realisation of his or her
self-worth and potential.
4. This realisation of one's self-worth and potential is not
self-centred but rather Christ-centred. 17.
/ ...
17.
Schuller regards self-esteem as being the deepest need of the
human person. Without self-esteem we are blinded as to the
to say pertaining to the incredible achievements he has made
in his 34 years of ministry relate to this idea and
therefore, it is absolutely vital in understanding Schuller
to now consider how'he has applied these philosophies to his
own life and ministry. Having done this we will then be In a
position to consider his doctrine o.f Self-Esteem.
/ ...
18.
F.:obei'"t Sd1ullei'" _ His Li fe and 1'1inisti'"Y
Robei'"t Schullei'" is a bi'"eed apai'"t fi'"om most super-
church pastoi'"s. Like the others, he has sensitiv-
ity to the needs of people and persistently gears
his programs to meet those needs. Like the others,
he knows how to manage well, how to make the big
decisions, and how to rally the people for accom-
plishing goals. Like the others, he understands
the function of religion and focuses the gospel of
Jesus Christ on the hurts and hopes of people in
such a way that they are drawn to the Saviour)9.
This brief assessment of Schuller's ministry by C. Peter
Wagner, who is a recognised and respected church growth
specialist in all circles including some of the most
man Schuller in a different category to that view presented
by Dave Hunt and T.,c,\. I'ki"1ahon in ThE? Seduction o(
Christianity (see previous reference).
The point that seems to have been missed by most critics of
Schuller is that he did not suddenly come up with a magic
formula based c~ possibility thinking and self-esteem and
then suddenly found himself as the senior minister of one of
the largest churches in the U.S.A. Todate, Schuller has
plouohed 34 years of his life into a particular ministry and
/ ...
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1'3.
as a direct result of exceptional hard work, positive
ministry principles and an absolute trust and faith in God,
he now finds himself reaping the fruit of his ministry. "In
effort s
€~ver yt h i ng you do, Qut God fir st_L • arid he YJi 11 d i r ec t you and
, J l' t l. ,- Ll"· ,- e <::: c: ,,20." r I :::> ._ _ ,..J _J •0: r o'..Jn your
The above quote from Prov. 3:5 is the verse 5chuller uses to
i nt r oduo: e the pr e f ao: e to h i~; book y,::,~:c_ Chur di tJa2, /-\ F ant ast i ,-
pages 25:3tory" ,ent i t 1 ed "The Gar den 13',.. ove
Future and what follows is a summary of his first chapter
c'.., 21.
-- J..,j.
Seeing a dream realised is no accident.
must work to see our dreams fulfilled.





I was inspired in seminary by the example of
the late Dr George Truett. He spent 40 years
in one church - the First Baptist Church of
Dallas Texas - and built what was in his life-
time the largest and, by most standards, the
best Baptist Church in the world. I thought,
that's fabulous. I'd 'like to do that. I'd
like to find one place and spend 40 years,
dev6ting my life to one church. So I
prayed, 'Lord, just send me to some place
where there are enough unsaved people that
I can wor k wit h . ' It was t hat si mp 1e.
When the call came in 1955 to start a new
church in Cal i fornia, I had no doubt this
was what I had prayed for, as there were
/ .. ,.
20.
enough lost souls in the state of California
to keep me busy a whole lifetime. In response
all I could say was, Halleluja, here we come. 22 .
As Schuller prepared to leave the church in which he had
served for 5 years in Chicago, they gave him a cheque for 300
dollars which he used as a down-payment on a two-manuel
electronic organ.
dollars per month.
His starting salary in 1955 was 320
With the challenge that awaited him he
knew that in order to even make an attempt at this incredible
task he needed to be positive from the outset.
Having heard from a friend that it was impossible to find a
place to start a church in California was a challenge to
Schull e"(. It was in fact this concept of impossibility that
was to form the beginning of Schuller's possibility thinking.
He simply listed the various possibilities that came to mind
where he could start the church.
1. r-\ school bui lding
2. /m Elks hall
3. A mortuary chapel
4. A Masonic Temple
5. An empty warehouse
/ ...
They wer(:?,
i \~~) 'I ! 1 ;: \ l '.1 'I ,( 'I i \
21.
6. A Seven~hday Adventist Church
7. f-\ synagogue
8. A d-rive---in theatre
9. An acre of ground on which to pitch a tent
After exhausting 8 of the 9 possibilities he ended up at the
drive-in the~tre. It was made available to him at 10 dollars
a week and the first service commenced Sunday~ 27 March,
In order to underscore Schuller's positive attitude it needs
to be noted that he, for more than 5 years, personally loaded
the organ he had purchased, onto a little trailer and
transported it to and from the drive-in theatre. The thOU<;'lht
which comes to mind is how many of Schuller~s critics would
have been prepared to put in this type of manual labour?
This trailer incident emphasizes Schuller~s positive attitude
to that which he had committed himself and believed In.
Being positive does not exclude hard work but often involves
it. "From the very beginning I was able to promise the
people that they were most fortunate to be a part of an
e:,;c i t i ng progr am that God was movi ng and 0 ann i ng III Or ange
County.
/ ...
I believed it. I felt it. I knew it. f\nd this
22.
conviction spl'"ead thl'"ough the lives of thosf:? who listened. 11
23
.
Schullel'" had been impl'"essed by NOl'"man Vincent Peale's book,
was on the best-seller list in the U.S.A. at the time and he
approached Peale to preach for him. In introducing Peale to
a capacity Cl'"owd of 200 cars that filled the theatre in June
1957 Schuller said:
Ladies and gentlemen, we have with us in
person the gyeatest positive thinker alive
in the wOl'"ld today. His name is a household
word. Many of you have read His inspiring
writings and if you have, your life has been
changed. I have t;.lotten to know Him pf:?"r-sori--
ally on a one-to-one basis, and if you get
to know Him that way, you will be born again.
How proud am I that He's with us today. His
name is Jesus Christ. And here to tell us
all about Him is NOl'"man Vincent Peale. 24 •
Shoytly afteY this two acres of ground was puYchased at a
cost of 4000 dollal'"s and much to the disgust of the extension
committee who seemed a little fl'"ightened at the rate things
were moving, anothel'" 4000 dollars were spent on an al'"chitect
to design the new chul'"ch building. On completion of the new
chapel it was decided to keep up the theatl'"e services.





opposition from both sides.
The 5 November 1961 saw the opening of the new Garden Grove
Community Church, once again with Norman Vincent Peale as the
gUE·~;t "SpE'c:\ker" By 1968 the Tower of Hope had been completed
which offered a 24 hour counselling service.
Twenty years after the commencement of the first services at
the drive-in theatre the idea of the Crystal Cathedral was
presented to the church. December 1977 saw the ground-
breaking ceremony of the Crystal Cathedral.
14 September 1980 a monument to God's Glory became an
instrument in His Service, as the cathedral was dedicated
debt-free just as had been promised?S,
A quick calculation of the expenses recorded in Schuller's
book indicates that well in excess of 20 million dollars has
been spent to-date. The man who set out with 500 dollars and
a faith that took God seriously.
The purpose in working through a very brief account of the




Having conside ..... ed the past 34 years of minist ..... y in
the life of Schuller it ~oon becomes evident that his
minist ..... y involved a lot of ve ..... y ha ..... d work and that this was
no simple flash-in-the-pan type of instant success st 0 ..... y.
Secondly. Th ..... oughout the success sto ..... y, in the midst of all
the g ..... owth and excitement, Schulle ..... always put Ch ..... ist fi ..... st.
This is the point t~at needs to be noted. The fact that
Schuller had Norman Vincent Peale p ..... each for him has labelled
him as humanist/existentialist and not as theologian/
evangelist. Schuller will be the fi ..... st to admit that
possibility/positive thinking has been the key to the success
of the minist ..... y at Orange G..... ove but he will be the first one
to quickly add to that concept that God had ultimately
brought them to where they a ..... e today and He will continue tn
lead them into the futu ..... e. This is evident th ..... oughout his
testimony and we note just one of many quotes that emphasizes
thE? abOVE?
Many of you have heard the statement, 'I've got
to see it before I believe it.' That's negative-
thinking statement if there ever was one, and it's




Learn to say it right. Turn it backwards and say,
'I've got to believe it before I see it.' That's
truth! So don' t ever say, , I've got to s<=?e it
before I believe it,' because you've got to believe
it before you'll see it! You see, it is God at
work in us, giving us the will and the power to
a~hieve His purpose. (See Phil. 2:13).
God doesn't go to work in you to achieve these
bi~, thrilling break-through ideas until you've
demonstrated faith. That's ho '"" God works, f()'(
'without faith it is impossible to please him;
for he that cometh to God must believe that he
is, and that he is a rewarder of them that dil-
igently seek him' (Heb. 11:6).
'If you have faith as a grain of mustard seed,
you will say to this mountain, 'Move ... ,' and
it will move; and nothing will be impossible to
you' 01att. 17:20, F::~JV). But r)CIthirl~J i.s mO'rE?
important than faith, and faith is believing it
before you see it. 26 .
If Schuller were not a possibility thinker there is just no
possibility that he would have even attempted to do what he
did. Believing in a Mighty God enabled him to believe in
hi ms(;?l f • Believing in himself he started out in a small way
but never stopped thinking big. The key phrase in his series
on possibility thinking is "What gr€~at thing would you
attempt if you knew you could not fail".27.
The reason for considering Schuller's positive thinking and
how this influenced his ministry will now be elaborated on as
we examine his concept of human self-esteem.
/ ...
In doing so, it
26.
is important to continually remind ourselves where this'
thesis is leading us to.
role in Schuller's life.
Positive thinking played a major
This fact cannot and may not be
disputed. However, this was just the beginning. Se hull elr
now expounds his self-esteem to show the world that at the
very centre of his; thinking is not a proud "I", but rather' a
V · t· r L • t 28.le orlOUs ~~rls .




Part Three - Humao_ Sel f-Esteem
In 1'382 Schul1t~r publ ished his book Sel f-Esteem E... The New
Reformation}9. This new approach to reaching those without
Christ seemed so unorthodox and contrary to evangelical
principles that it was regarded as being almost heretical as
has been pointed out earlier. Schuller introduced an
approach to the world without Christ that never had its roots
securely bedded in traditional evangelism. He claimed that
individuals without Christ needed to be met where they were
at in life and not where the so-called evangelical church
expected them to be, namely, wit~ a fully blown understanding
of the Triune God. This approach, beginning with the
individual, seemed totally out of charater for the Christian
church. The church was asking how a message of evangelism
could possibly begin with the individual and not with his or
her Cr eat or.
Or Martin Marty, who kindly critiqued this
manuscript said, 'Is not this a philosophy
which makes room for God more than a theology
that incorporates psychology?' Schuller replied
saying, my ministry has, for over thirty years,
been a mission to the unbelievers. If I were a
churchman talking to church leaders, I would
agree that the theocentric approach is the right
/ ...
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approach. However, I have seen my calling as
one that communicates spiritual reality to the
unchurched who may not be ready to believe in
God. I have been tr-ying to car-ry on a dialogue
with persons who ar-e not pr-epar-ed to listen to
someone '.... ith God---talk. As a missionar-y, I find
the hope of r-espectful contact is based on a
human-need appr-oach r-ather- than a theological
attack. 30.
In attempting to under-stand Schuller- and his r-ather- so-called
humanistic appr-oach to r-eaching the non-christians the
question that is in our- mind is whether- or- not this has not
been the very approach of the church over the decades in
sending out missionar-ies. At pr-esent all over- the wor-ld
there ar-e missionary organisations sending out doctor-s,
dentists, engineer-s and other-s r-epr-esenting almost ever-y
profession that are addressing human needs.
this then a pr-esentation of the Gospel can be made.
It was appropriate for Calvin and Luther- to
think theocentr-ically. After- all, ever-yone
was in the chur-ch and the issues wer-e theological
not philosophical. For- them, the centr-al issue
was, 'l,.Jhat is the truth in theology-"?' The
r-efor-mer-s didn't have to impr-ess the unchurched
50 there was no need for them to take the human
needs approach. They wer-e a chur-ch -after all,
not a mission. They would proclaim the Word
of the Lor-d and all had better listen! 31.




self-esteem the writer intends leading up to a point where
one can see oneself as a complete and total person in Christ.
It will be at this point in the final chapter of this thesis
where certain questions pertaining to Schuller's definition
of the "complete person" i'('(,2s:;pE!ctivE! of his or her position
in Christ will be considered and evaluated.
Schuller defines se~f-esteem in the following way: "SE?lf--
esteem is the human hunger to be our emotional birthright as
children created in
32.
His i ma~H~. " ~)chuller holds to the
point of view that self-esteem, or pride In being a human
being IS the single greatest need facing the human race
today.33. We need to develop this line of Schuller's thinking
in order to see how he is leading up to a position in Christ
and a relationship with Christ. Doing so will also help us
in relating this concept to Barth.
The fact that the Bible condemns pride is a generally
accepted point of view and is also accepted by Schuller with
a certain qualification. Let us now briefl~ examine that
qualification. The fact that people, generally speaking,
have lost their pride in being human is an indictment on the
church.
/ ...
The reason is that the church has never paused to
distinguish between positive and negative pride.
30.
What needs
to be noted is how Schuller in making this distinction moves
away from a humanistic/existential definition of man's
capc.~bilities.
Negative pride is that destructive arrogance
that assumes, 'I can do anything <.:111 by myself!'
that creative and compassionate confidence
Christ inspired when He said 'You are the
1 i ght 0 f the wqr-l d I , Sai nt F',,::\ul e:';pr essed
this positive pride l,.,Ihen he said, 'I can do
all things through Christ who strengthens me' 34.
Four years later Schuller had developed his concept of human
self-esteem and, in the publication of his book Your Church
Ha',:; 6. Fantastic Future, he r-e·--emphasises this concept ,as
being the deepest need of the human person. What he had
previously said about not having a theocentric theology he
no',.,! qual i fies.
Many years ago when I began to get into self-
esteem theology I began from a different premise;
not the doctrine of God, but the doctrine of
the human person. In my opinion, you cannot
possibly talk about the nature of the human
being without being in the theological realm
because the human creature is created in the
i mag e 0 f God. 35.
/ ...
31.
What Schuller now does with this qualification is to point
out that his responsibility is not first to convince the
individual that he or she is a creature of the Supreme
Creator, this is an accomplished fact and whether they see it
or not is not going to chanqe it. What needs to happen is
that men and women need to discover who they are within
t~emselves and having brought themselves to a point of
realising their own potential can now see beyond this in
acknowledging the potential that exists in a relationship
,.,.) i t h cJ Ho I Y God.
Schuller is undoubtedly aware of the interpretation in his
u~:;e of the term "A Theology of ~)'2l f··-E:~:;tt~em" al,d always offers
an explanation or sometimes what would seem to be an apology
for the use of it. Let us pause to examine one such
explanation before considering the scriptural background to
his theology of self-esteem.
I'm not particularly crazy about the words
self-esteem theology, but after all, no matter
what language you speak on Planet Earth, all
human language has shortcomings, frailties,
imperfections. I happen to choose lanquaqe
that, to the best of my knowledge, rel~te~
to Scriptural truth and, at the same time,
translates into the cultural idiom so that
we can talk and communicate with non-christians




In order to determine and understand Schuller's concept of
human self-esteem, a summary of his explanation on pages 107
-12'3 of his book Your Church ha~; §.. Fantasti.:
37.
Future and
how this relates to one's position in Christ as interpreted
by Karl Barth will be necessary.
S ,-' hill I e"(' , s Scri pt u r a I Ba,- ~:: q r 0 u n d C) f Se I f --E s teem
In approaching this particular section we believe that once,
again our attention must be drawn to the connection between
Schuller's self-esteem and Barth's Sanctification.
Barth has been labelled neo-orthodox by the evangelical
',,",orld. That is to say that he has been regarded as having
moved to a theological position that is beyond orthodoxy. If
this is entirely true then in the same light it must be said
of Schuller that he is neo-evangelical.
In the next chapter Barth's thinking will be elaborated on
and we will point out that Barth holds to a very orthodox
view pertaining to the doctrines of Justification and
San c t i f i cat ion. As this chapter is now developed it will
also become apparent that· Schuller's view is anything but
/ ...
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neo-evangelical and that both he and Barth are pointing
mankind to a complete position in Christ. Neo·-evangel i c al
meaning that he has moved beyond an evangelical position to
the point where his thinking could be regarded by some as
bordering on being heretical. A position that moves away
from the people's failures and incompleteness within
themselves and turns them toward a God who can only accept
them because of the finished work of Christ on the cross.
Let us now move on to consider how Schuller has come to a
biblical basis for his concept of human self-esteem.
The fact that Schuller does not believe that the place to
begin with unregenerate man is with a theocentric theology
has already been estalished. To conclude then that Schuller
does not have a theocentric theology would be a mistake that
many of his critics have already made and one that we need to
avoid.
What, after all, is the scriptural back-
ground to this theology of self-esteem? It is
the story of Creation with which the Bible
begins. The psychological or the psychiatric
background arises because, in the 20th
century, Christian theologians have abandoned
the Doctrine of the Human Being to a new
/ ...
34.
discipline called psychiatry and to a new
breed of professionals called p~ychologists.
And we have said that self-esteem deals with
the human being and that's humanism. You
take care of that. We deal with God. We are
not man-centred; we are God-centred. 38.
Schuller then proceeds'at great length to substantiate his
claim that we are created in God's image and that it was for
the world out of fellowship with its Creator that He sent His
Son to die, not simRly because He felt sorry for his human
creation, but because of the worth of this creation in His
sight.
Quoting Psalm 8:5 the point is made by Schuller that man was
created just a little lower than the angels and that he has
been crowned with glory and honour. In order to establish a
platform upon which to proceed Schuller defines his doctrine
of the Fall of Man. It is imperative to understand that with
the fall came a loss of the glory and honour referred to in
Psalm 8:5.
As this doctrine of the Fall of Man is developed it is
essential to note that although Schuller was ordained in the
Reformed Church in America he has departed from the Reformed
doctrine pertaining to the depravity of man.
/ ...
This Reformed Chu~ch in America was originally the Dutch
Reformed Church which was started when the Dutch settlers
landed in New Amsterdam, now New York, from Holland.
Se hull er r ec ent I y mc~de a st atement on the Hour 0 f Power"
national television broadcast that the Dutch settlers
actually traded with the Indians for the purchase of
Manhattan Island in order to establish a Dutch Reformed
_ 39.
I_:hurch there.
The point that is being made is that although Schuller is
very proud of the fact that his theological roots are found
in the Reformed tradition, he has needed to depart from
certain doctrines held by the Reformed Church and does so
without apology. It would be impossible for Schuller to hold
to a doctrine of Total Depravity of Man and still comment
that,
Perfectionism finds something wrong with ~very
idea, something wrong with every position.
There are problems, yes, with the so-called
self-esteem theology. But the alterntive is
more dangerous. If there are people who feel
so smug, so contented that they have no sense
of guilt, that is a potential problem. But
the alternative of coming down heavy on them
and preaching a doctrine of Total Depravity




In working through this question of the depravity of man,
Schuller expresses his gratitude to a Dr John R. Mulder who
certainly influenced his thinking.
I am so grateful that in seminary I had a
professor, Dr John R. Mulder who said that
the human being is not totally depraved.
Never believe in total depravity. Never
preach total depravity. Preach instead the
doctrine of total inability. That is the
distinction ,4 1.
For Schuller a doctrine that holds to an individual being
totally sinful and totally decadent is not scriptural.
The real Scripture is that we are totally
unable to save ourselves; we are totally
dependent upon the grace of God; we are
totally dependent upon Jesus Christ.
That's scriptural. (Eph. 2:8-':n 42 .
In making these statements Schuller has moved away from t~:2
doctrine of Total Depravity. He has redefined Total
Depravity to suit his doctrine of Man. It is at this point
that he and Barth would definitely differ and we need to take
cognisance of this. Schuller centres more on inabi I i t~ : !!.\n
depravity. For him the individual is inherently good in the
• L t f I~ d b t . bit L • L 43.
slg~ 0 ~o U IS una e 0 save ~lm or ~erself. This
/ ...
position is very far
37.
from the Reformed position which holds
to an absolute total depravity. Barth would agree very
strongly with Schuller that individuals are unable to save
themselves, but would quickly point out that every part of
44.
humanity is tainted as a result of the fall. In the final
chapter more will be said concerning Total Depravity. The
point to note now is the similarity in thinking concerning
the individual and works.
In the same way that Schuller emphasizes one's inability to
saVe oneself, Barth also strongly makes this point in his
Church Dogmatics where he states that,
Man can be righteous before God, the child of
God and heir of eternal life, only by the
pardon which he can grasp in faith alone and
not in any work, and which is that of the
grace of the God active and r.evealed in Jesus
Christ. A qrace which consists in the un-
merited for~iveness of sins~5.
We see in the above quotes that both Barth and Schuller move




For both the focal point is Jesus Christ
38.
One of the strong objections to Schuller's theology is that
it is said that Schuller points us toward ourselves in order
to discover our salvation. This is not so. Schuller points
us directly to the cross of Jesus Christ along with Karl
Barth and many other evangelical theologians.
The writer of this thesis firmly believes that Schuller does
have a biblical basis for his concept of human self-esteem.
For those critical of Schuller this biblical basis may seem
shallow and non-theological. It should be apparent in the
preceding section that Schuller's doctrine of Soteriology and
Barth's doctrine of Soteriology definitely have a common
denominator. This denominator involves persons, having
acknowledged the work of Christ on the cross as being
applicable to themselves personally, are complete in Christ.
To say that Schuller applies Barth's full Soteriology in his
thinking would be an oversimplification of Barth. Schuller's
claim is that we are complete in C:hrist and this appL·.1 to
our self-esteem enhances a positive attitude toward life. 46 .
For Barth every aspect of our Christian thinking is cen1rpd
in Christ. Christ's finished work on the cross is the
central theme to which we must constantly return,
irrespective what the doctrine under discussion may be~7.
/ ...
3'3.
Schuller's positive approach to life would be found in his
Sanctification. That we are totally Sanctified and therefore
are liberated.48 . Although similar to Barth's view it is not
nearly as thorough. Barth clearly defines the role of the
Holy Spirit in constantly reminding us of the
responsibilities of the Holy Life because of our new found,
I t . t . . - L •. t 49.comp. e e POSl Ion In C~rlS .
Having considered Schuller's self-esteem and how this has
positively affected his life and ministry, and having
suggested that both he and Barth have something in common,
let us now develop Barth's thinking in order to substantiate
the claims made. Doing so in isolation of other views
pertaining to the doctrine of Justification and Sancti-
fication would present one with an unbalanced perspective.
In order to prevent this we will briefly consider the views
of Rudolf Bultmann, G.C. Berkouwer and Hans KOng together
with Barth. The reason for choosing these particular
theologians for a comparison with Barth will be stated in the
following chapter.
Throughout this next chapter we need to bear in mind at all
times that Schuller and Barth are the objects of our
/ ...
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investigation and that the other views considered will help
us in substantiating any claims made pertaining to Schuller
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39. Roy Roux who is at preseMt a PhD student at Tubigen
University, Germany, mentioned this to me in a
telephone conversation about 2 months ago. F.:oy F~ou y;
attended one of Schuller's Church Growth Seminars in
thE? ear' 1 y 80's.
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future.
41. Ibid pg. 118
42. Ibid pg. 118
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44. Barth, ~:::. pgs. 478-480 ~hurch Dogmatics IV. The
Doctrine of Pe,-onciliation 1.
In this section on the fall
of man, Barth points out that
in man's fall a gulf has
appeared separating him fyom
God. Not putting man out of
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THE DOCTF.: I NES OF JUST I F I CAT I ON AND SANer I F 11=:AT I ON
IN THE TH I NV I NG OF ~<AF.:L BAPTH i F.:LJDOI F BUI_ TMANIiL
o'
(J. C. BEPVOUWEF.~ AND Hl\NS ~<UNG
As one considers the title to this chapter it 1S immediately
apparent that Justification is now considered along with
Sanctification. This is not only necessary for the purpose
of this chapter but as will later be pointed out, is
imperative for considering Schuller and his view of the
individual in the sight of God.
It has been necessary in order for us to understand Schuller
to look at the man himself in the light of his background and
his ministry. We will now consider the abovementioned men,
their backgrounds and theological positions pertaining to
doctrines in question in order to understand them, how they




Schuller's emphasis, as has been noted, is on human self-
esteem. It is important that individuals develop a positive
self-esteem ln order to be everything and achieve everything
that God intended for them. This positive attitude
concentrates very much on that which we already are, and not
on that which we are striving to become.
Karl Barth emphasizes our completeness in Jesus Christ. The
major thrust of his'Sanctification being that there is no
process involved. We are completely Sanctified.
In considering the other three men in question it will be
apparent that this is where the basic difference lies. For
them there is not a distinctive finished work of Christ on
the cross which enables one to confidently recognise one's
position pertaining to one's Sanctification.
In discussing these men in comparison to Barth will then
enable us to see why it is Barth and the Neo-Orthodox view
that has similarities to the thinking of Robert Schuller and
not one of the other men in question.
/ ...
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The Neo-O"( t hodo~/; Theol 09 i an
As we come to consider Karl Barth and the other men in
question, it will be useful for us to be aware of the fact
that we are now entering the theological arena, an arena in
which Schuller has not placed himself. At the same time to
claim that Schuller does not have a particular theology or
that he is unsure of his theological persuasion would be just
as errorleous. The point that needs to be recognised is that
Schuller's unstated, unlabelled theology is rooted in the
very heart of theological thinking and we need to unveil this
theology in order to draw the parallel.
Once again the term neo-orthodox will be used in referring to
Barth simply because it is a term widely used by other
theologians to describe him, and for lack of a better term.
His approach to theology has also been referred to as
"dialectical theology", or "a theology of crisis". 1. From
the outset in his dual roles as a pastor and as a theolog;~n,
Barth was concerned about the ethical bankruptcy of liberal
Protestant theology. He strongly opposed the Nazi movement
in Bonn and allied himself with the "Confessing Church".
This conflict with the Nazi movement resulted in the
/ ...
4'3.
publishing of the Barmen Declaration which was mainly his
work, and this publication actually led to him being expelled
f ·· - 2.r om l.:ier many.
Before considering Barth's view of Justification and
Sanctification let us pause briefly and consider some key
beliefs of neo-orthodoxy, which in turn, is to a deg~ee a
reflection of Barth's position and will give us some idea as
to where he i~; .:oming fr-om c\nd how he relates to SchulJ.(~t- ln
our comparison in a later chapter.
This area of the doctrine is an attempt to show God in His
relation to His creation, as to how it is controlled and how
He chooses to reveal Himself to it. 3 .
God's Self-Pevelati9n
This would be seen as a dynamic act of qrace to which- .
humanity's response is to listen.
Word of God in a threefold sense:
/ ...
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(1) Jesus as Word made Flesh.
(2) Scripture which points to the Word made Flesh.
(3) The Sermon which is the vehicle for the
proclamation of the Word made Flesh. 4 .
In the first sense it is not a concern for the historical
Jesus, as in Protestant liberalism, but a concern for the
Christ of faith, the risen Christ testified to and proclaimed
by the apostles experienced . .. t 5.In eXIstentIal encoun-er.
In the second sense, Word referring to Jesus Christ and Word
as Scripture, it is not intended that they be seen as one.
The Scripture becomes the Word but is not the Word. It is
the only vehicle that points to God's Word which is Jesus
Christ, the Word made Flesh.6.
Thirdly, the Word is proclaimed and witnessed to, in and
through the body of Christ through the work of the Holy
S .. t 7.~Plr"l •
Humanity's Sinfulness
The Sovereign, free God who reveals himself does so to
/ ...
sinful, fallen humanity and crE:?ation.
51.
There is a vast chasm
between the Sovereign God and non-christians and there is no
way that they can bridge that chasm. All of humanity's
efforts todo so in its religious, moral and ethical thoughts
and actions are as nothing. This is partly why Barth rejects
Catholicism and puts so much emphasis on Jesus Christ. The
only possible way for the chasm to be traversed is by God,
this He has done in Christ. The system now presents a
parado~/; and a crisis: !,.)hen the pcJ,·(c.ido:·;; of thE? word's "No"
against humanity's sin IS given alc:ong with the "Yes" of the
word of Grace and Mercy, the crisis mankind faces is to
decide either Yes or No.. The turning point has been reached
as eternal God reveals Himself in mankind's time and
With the above thinking in mind let us now consider
Barth's views of Justification and Sanctification.
In Christ
Barth centres his theology in Jesus Christ. Whatever he says
concerning one being brought into fellowship with God is
based on the fact that one's election to freedom before God,
/ ...
is LQ Ch~ist and tu Ch~ist alone.
t::'.-.
~L...
God now considers His
creation, of which individuals are a part and, to their sin
He says "No", but to individuals now in the shadow of thE?
cross He says "Yes, it is
Reacting to the determination of Schleiermacher to develop a
one-sided theology which believed it might venture with the
Holy Spirit alone, we see Barth's strong Christocentric
theology. In this reaction he brings his readers back to
Jesus Christ and Him alone. In this same chapter which he
f.:~ntitles, Jesus Christ-L he establishes his platform with th£0
statement:
The heart of the object of Christian faith
is the word of the act in which God from all
eternity willed to become man in Jesus Christ
for our good, did become man in time for our
good, and will be and'remain man in eternity
for our good. This work of the Son of God
includes in itself the work of the Father
as its presupposition and the work of
the Holy Spirit as its conSf."0quence. 9.
Looking at both the work of God the Father and the work of
the Holy Spirit we see then the one pointing towards Christ
and the other leading from Him. In Barth's Dogmatics in
Outline, 10. Barthreferring to himself, a Professor of
/ ...
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Systematic Theology, and with a student-audience in mind,
strongly emphasises the point of a Christocentric theology by
saying:
Look! This is the point now! Either
knowledge or the greatest folly' Here lam in
front of you like a teacher in Sunday School
facing his kiddies, who has something to say
which a mere four year old can ~eally understand.
The world was lost, but Christ was born, reJolce
o Christendom~ This centre is the Word of the
act or the act of the Word. I greatly desire to
make it clear to you, that in this centre of
Christian faith the whole contrast, so current
amohgus, between word and work, between knowing
and living, ceases to have any meaning. But
the Word, the Logos, is actually the word, the
~..r.gon. as ''''ell: the veorbum also the opus.
Where God and this centre of our faith are
involved, those differences which seem so
interesting and important to us, become not just
superfluous but silly. It is the truth of the
real or the reality of the truth which here
enters the field: God speaks, God acts, God is
in the midst. The very Word with which we are
concerned here is an act, this act, which as
such is the Word, is Revelation."·
The point made at the outset of this section, that for Barth,
theology centres in Christ, need be elaborated no longer and
one can now begin to appreciate why Barth reacts sa strongly
to any suggestion which may hint at a means of being
reconciled to God outside of Christ and His finished Work on
the Cross.
I ...
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Works
In the light of his Christocentric theology and the fact that
man cannot do anything to better his position the question is
now c.isked: Is there any good human action for man to
perform?'2. Barth emphasises that man in determining his
actions needs to see the Word of God as the Command of God
and these commands God gives in a definite historical form,
Jesu~;; Chr i st. This form may be found in the mandates which
are work, marriage, govern-ment and the church. They c onc er" n
man and c:ill men. These mandates are not derived from below
They are the deputies and representatives of
God, and it is from the Holy Scriptures that we learn of
mandates which give concrete form to the command since they
do not emerge from reality but descend into it.
the Word that we learnt what must be done and Jesus Christ
13.
the Word which speaks through these mandates to us. Man
1, <'",::>
therefore offers himself in service to perform these m~ndates
through forgiveness in Jesus Christ.
This view of Barth's comes through very clearly when, in
O'Grady's bClok The Church in Catholic Thec,lc,gy (see end note
12) we see Barth rejecting the Roman Catholic doctrine of
/ ...
man's co-operation for two reasons. Firstly, he points6~t
that this doctrine of co-operation (synergism) presupposes a
false doctrine of the man of sin, of man's status
corruptionis. Barth acknowledges that Roman Catholic
doctrine teaches the necessity of a previent grace and of the
grace of baptism in man's Justification. But it also
teaches, he says, the necessity of man's free assent to, and
co-operation with, these graces. This presupposes that man's
liberum arbitrium is not completely prevented by original
. 14.
Sln. Secondly, Barth rejects the Roman Catholic doctrine
of co-operation because it presupposes a false doctrine of
Grace. It divides Grace, he he says, and in so doing denies
it as God's or Christ's one, ever-new, sovereign and free
a,: t. 15.
In the light of the above we need to simply summarise and
clarify what has been said regarding Barth's view of Total
Depravity.
Total Depravity
In Barth's doctrine of Sanctification he takes the doctrine
of Man's Total Depravity very seriously.
/ ...
For Barth this does
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not mean that man is as bad a$ he makes himself or that all
men are equally bad. What he does see is that as a result of
the fall of man ever"y. gart of man is tainted and a~.; a Yesult
he is out of fellowship with God. This sin can never be
eliminated, even to a lesser degree, it can only be forgiven.
Agreeing with Calvin, Barth says that there never was any
action performed by a pious man which, if examined by the
scyutinising eye of Divine Justice, would not deserve
d t . 16.con emna lon.
In the pYevious chapter while consideYing Schuller's
biblical basis for his human self-esteem, it was noted that
Schulley holds to a doctyine which does not claim the
individual to be totally depraved in sin but totally
incapable of self-salvation. This would be in line with
Earth's thinking pertaining to the individual's relationship
with his CYeator but we aye going to need to elaboyate on
this in the closing chapter where Schuller and Earth's views
are linked and differentiated.
In the light of this it is also important for us to consider
Barth's views concerning the doctrine of Infused Grace.
/ ...
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Gratia Infusia (Infused Grace)
Earth rejects strongly the whole concept of infused grace
simply because it i~plies that as a result of God's grace now
infused in the individual, now becomes the action and moves
closer to God by his or her efforts. In his reaction to
Lutheranism, Barth points out this shortfall in as much that
Luther adopted Augustine's concept of infusion of love (which
is not surprising as he was an Augustinian Monk), and then
. t f' _. f - 17.developed his own concep· O' InfUSion 0 brace.
For Calvin, infused grace led to his doctrine on the
Testimonium Spiritus Sanct( Internum which brought the
, d' 'd ] . t l I j t d' f t le' t 18.In IVl ua. In 0 a w~o e new uncers an Ing 0 ~e ~crlp.ures.
!
For Wesley and the Pentecostals, the Holy Spirit was the
c t'f' 19.
~anc 1 'ler. Barth rejected all of these as saying that
they were in line with the Church In Rome which claimed that
the individual was nearly pure as a result of the
progression, then all it required was a final pass through
t ' d t b 1 - - t' f' d 20.purga ory In or er 0 e UU percen purl le .
We shall now proceed to take these issues of Barth's
concerning Justification and Sanctification and initially
I . ..
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examine some of the problems they present for some of the
other theologians already mentoned. The main contention
against Barth is that he confuses Justification and
Sanctification and that he leaves little room for good works.
In allowing 8arth to defend this claim we need to consult the
man himself in his Church Dogmatics Volume IV, Part 1, p2
entitled The Doctrine of Reconciliation.
Particular attention is gIven to pages 514 to 598 in Volume
IV, Part :2. Because our' intention is to deal mainly with
Sanctification, Barth's view of Justification is summarised
below but Sanctification is enlarged upon.
Justification and Sanctification
Karl Barth centres his theology in Jesus Christ. I f the
individual has any merits before God, it is only in
relationship to Jesus Christ. In formulating his thought he
has been forced to refuse any Roman Catholic terminology.
For Barth there is no such thing as infused grace, which
me~ns that we in ourselves can of ourselves have no standing
before God. 8arth will have nothing to do with perfectionism
in any form, whether it be Roman Catholic or Wesleyan
/ ...
Methodist. In Sanctification we are dealing with the
5'3.
qualifications of the whole man. Sin, Grace, Justification
and Sanctification can theO(efoO(e never be mere "quanta" with
say, Grace increasing and sin decreasing. For Barth this is
where the Reformation failed to dislodge itself completely
from Catholicism. Rather our situation is this, our works
are perfectly disobedient. There is no quanta which gives
rise to a gradual purification. If this were so our need for
forgiveness would diminish. He agrees with Calvin in saying
that there never was any action performed by a pious man
which, if examined by the scrutinizing eye of Divine Justice
would not deserve condemnation~1·0'Gradypoints out that in
Sanctification Barth takes man's total depravity seriously.
Sin can never be eliminated, even to a lesser degree, sin can
only be forgiven. Man as man never evolves into another kind
of man.
to God.
The new man is still man, always as man in hostility
Throughout Barth's theology, there is an echo of
Calvin's opposition to the erroneous notion of a partial
righteousness. Since our works are never, not even in the
best part, the ground of our
22.
salvation.
Barth will not tolerate grace in any form which does not rest
on the free favour of God, in which He forgives our sins, it
/ ...
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is not a quality injected into man by which he shares to some
extent the divine nature.
Berkhof says that for Barth, "sanctification does not
engender a holy disposition and does not gradually purify
23.
man". It does not put him in pos:;sE?ssion of any
personal holiness, does not make him a saint, but leaves him
a si nne'( . It is a declarative ~ct therefore just like
Justification. In Justification God pardons the sinner and
in Sanctification declares the sinner holy.
that Barth fails to separate Justification and Sanctification
and points out that Barth sees Justification and Sanctifica-
tion as not being separated. To define Barth's Justification
is to say that "God declar-e'::; the sinne'( '(ightE?ous, right with
Himself, through Jesus OWist".24. This declaration is
forensic and does not involve the individual's action in any
way. This is a passive action performed by God in Jesus
0)"( ist. Barth's argument against this thought as to a man's
gradual purification and his final purification at death,
a strong one, particularly where he asks if it is then
1· C"-,
neces~ary for a man to rely less and less on forgiveness. He
will not tolerate this holy seed which gets "bigger and
bigger" in the life of a believer.
/ ...
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feels that Barth has bverstated the case and his criticism is
that Barth has failed to understand that '''these are not the
believer's work, but the works of the Holy Spirit in the life
25. t Lof the bel iever". It would appear that what some of -ne
earlier theologians find difficult to accept is that Barth
sees no change in man's constitution, after Justification and
Sancti fication, but that he is the.-Same man under a new
orientation, the orientation of the Spirit.
Barth's doctrines of Justification and Sanctification exalt
the Man Christ Jesus and centre in the Man Christ Jesus.
Both Justification and Sanctification are only in
relationship to Him. God's declaration to his human creation
that He will be its God is the Justification of mankind.
God's further claim that His human creation shall then become
His people is the Sanctification of mankind. Barth states:
Pardon, by God and therefore unconditionally
pronounced and unconditionally valid, that is
man's justification. In the judgment of God,
according to His election and rejection, there
is made in the midst of time, and as the
central event of all human history, referring
to all the men who live both before and after,
a decision, a divisive sentence. Its result,
expressed in the death and reSurrection of
Jesus Christ, is the pardon of man. And this
as such is man's justification, this alone, but
/ ...
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with unconditional truth and efficacy, so that
apart from it there is no justification, but in
it there is the total justification of man.
Whether man hears it, whether he accepts it
and lives as one who is pardoned is another
question. Where men do hear it and accept it
and dare to live as those who are pardoned, it
is realised that its power is total and not
partial, and there will be no refusal to give
to it a total and not a partial honour. 26 .
Barth insists that we have not taken seriously the fact that
Christ took our pla~e and acted foY us. We may not claim
that sanctification is as a "(E?sult of Ol-\"( imitation, but
rather as a direct result of our association with that which
Christ has done on the Cross. In dealing with the pardon of
sinners Barth emphasizes three points which are summarised as
follow~;:
1. Man declared righteous is the divisive and
pardoning sentence of God passed in God's
judgement. This pardon can only be God's
sentence on man. The division between the
man of sin and man himself, the opening up
of a gulf between them, the separation of
the past and the future, the locking up of
the old man and free emergence of a new
man, cannot be a human but only a divine
wCI"(k. If he is pard;:,ned then it is God
who has done it. God who has made him a
righteous instead of an unrighteous man.
This is what God has done in Jesus Christ.
2. The fact that he is pardoned by God is
not his truth but God's truth. He cannot,
therefore, reveal and tell it to himself.
/ ...
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He can only let himself be told it as it
is revealed to him by God.
3. God's pardon has an authority and force
and validity which are not partial but
total , not relative but absolute. When
this sentence was passed concerning us,
something took place which cannot be
reversed. This pardon does not mean
only that something is said concerning
us, or, as it were, pasted on us, but
that a fact is created, a human situation
which is basically altered. We are, ir'l
fact, those who are pardoned by God. We
have peace with God. And our correspond-
inq self-kno·.... ledqe, if it is ""eally a
seif-knowledge i~which we repeat what is
told us by His Word concerning us, cannot
possibly be exposed to any legitimate doubt
or geniune problems. The only legitimate
and geniune answer to the unconditional
Yes in which God pardons man is an equally
unconditional human Yes, a confession in
which there are no ifs or buts. Any
question marks which we may try to put, and
reasons enough can be found for them, can
only be a rejection of God's judgement and
sentence and Word, a basically impudent and
a correspondingly dangerous presumption, for
all the subjectively well-founded and
sincere humility with which we may put
them. The divine pardon which has taken
place in Jesus Christ has a bindinq force.
It speaks of a being and possession of the
man to whom it applies. 27.
Barth continually returns to the fact that Sanctification is
a declaratory act. This does not mean that Barth has no
place for good works, but his main emphasis is to see the
whole of the Christian life in relationship to The Sanctified
One, who is Jesus Christ.
28
·Sarth wants to make this point
/ ...
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quite clear that the saints are those whose existence is
affected, radically altered, and re-determined by the fact
that they receive direction in a particular address of the
one who alone is Holy.29. The saints are still sinners but
they are disturbed sinners, whereas the unreconciled
individual is an undisturbed sinner, one who has no limits.
The saints are limited by the fact that they are not merely
called out but called in, called into a fellowship of their
existence with His existence and therefore are sanctified by
the on~ who is sanctified by the Father and sanctifies
Himself; thus their limitation is freedom. They at- E? sai nt s
only in virtue of the sanctity of the one who calls them.
The call is a call to discipleship, to the denying of one's
self, i.e., for Barth the withdrawal and annulment of an
existing relationship of obedience and loyalty and taking up
another relationship that of following Him. This Grace which
commands to follow Him demands trust and obedience to
Himself, and since it is Jesus who commands there can be no
self-selection on the part of those who follow. And the
freedom given to follow Jesus is in itself Sanctification.
We must now briefly insure the nature of this Sanctification.
/ ...
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It does not appear from Barth's dogmatics that he confuses
Justification and Sanctification as Berkhof asserts, for he
emphatically states that " .....hen ..... E? spt.-"?ak of Justification and
Sanctification .....e have to do ..... ith t ..... o different aspects of
t hE? one E?Vent 0 f sal vat i on" . 30. Tht-"? d i st i nc t i on bet ',,JE?(,?n t h':?1n
has its basis in the fact that ..... e have in this event t ..... o
geniunely different moments. Thus although the two belong
indissolubly togeth~r, the one cannot be explained by the
oth€-?"( . It is one thing that God turns in free grace to
sinful man, and quite another that in the same free grace, He
converts man to Himself. Barth teaches that tn allow
Justification and Sanctification to merge is to confuse
sotf?"(iology, 31. and it is on this point that hE? di ffers from
Bultmann.
This is due to the fact that, for Bultmann, Sanctification IS
merely the outcome and the correct understanding of one's
Justification, it is not a declarative act as is Justifica-
t " 32. T::-lcon. c1arth dcoes ncot appear to confuse the t .....o, but has
taken sericously the believer's ccomplete dependence con Jesus
Christ fcor everything. Even thcough he puts the emphasis upcon
the declarative nature cof Sanctificaticon, in that they are
saints conly in virtue cof the sanctity cof the cone ..... hco calls
/ ...
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them, and on whom their gaze is not very well directed, yet
these men are saints as they lift up themselves in obedience
to the call which come's to them.
This leads us to the problem of special ethics. In the
problem of special ethics we come onto the question of what
1S good human action, for a man is called to follow. Our _
problem is here to understand the Word of God as the command
11 The hear i ng and obeyi ng 0 f I,'ih i chi s mcHi'~;
.~ - -- t - -'.. t:. _ 11 33.,Jan,,_ 1 t 11.. a _1 un •
It is the freeing of sinner for eternal life by God's judging
grace human action set free by the command of God. One's
action is always concrete, I.e., one's action is related to
the ~equence of events in which this concrete person, living
in a definite place at a definite time, is faced with a
concrete condition to which he or she must give an answer.
The command of God naturally follows them into that action
,
which is distinctively human, i.e., into the related sequence
of events which man meets existentially. At this point how
we are to understand the comm~nd of God? From here onwards
Barth leans very heavily upon Bonhoeffer in rejecting
. t· f 34.caSUlS ry In every _ orm.
/ .. -.
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The voice of God must meE~t a man not in pyciof tE~:f;ts noy in
laws oy anything yelated foY this is the Yoad to
Justification and Sanctification via the Phayisee.
Bayth, is the downfall of the F.:oman CatfK.lic system, in that
it legislates foY every concrete ciYcumstance, but what this
does is that it excludes God fyom the circumstances in that
He is replaced by law.
Another downfall of this situation is that it can set up one
human conscience as the norm for anotheY, forgetting that God
meets man individually and differently. There IS a prophetic
ethos in which individuals guide one another in discussion
and assist one another concerning matters pertaining to God,
but even the final judgement upon this ventuYe rests with
God, and not with them. Barth points out that casuistry is
untenable because it dethrones God, Yeplacing Him by the
moralist or by accepting the commandment of God as a
universal rule, whereas it is rather the individual command
of God for this man at this moment, in this situation.
The outcome of casuistical ethics then is that man is not
free to obey God, for he adheres to a decision l,.,'hich is nClt




We must now ask ourselves the question of how
God's will becomes concrete. God desires that His will
should voluntarily be in line with that of the person, and
that the individual takes God's will making it a matter of
his or her own choice and decision.
It is not just that one carries out what God wishes, but that
in the carrying out of God's wish, one continually offers
himself to God in so doing. God's commandment does not allow
us room foy interpretation, but only for obedience oy
d i sobed i £?nc e. It is not just a mystical finding out of God's
will in quiet time OY similar exercises. It is not ~asus
conscientiae. It is a single, clear, unitary command, not a
number of disconnected individual demands.
Concrete human action therefore proceeds under a single
divine order which persists in all the differentiation of
individual cases, the insoluble link between divine command
and human action or the horizontal and the vertical. The
problem of special ethics is to ascertain the divine command
which never can be abstracted from actual existence. From
here onwards Barth once again leans heavily on Bonhoeffer,
who maintains that God's command is given in a definite
/ ...
historical form, J~sus Christ. This form may be found in the
mandates, which are work, marriage, government and the
church. They concern man and all men.
These mandates are not derived from below but from above.
They are the deputies and representatives of God, and it is
from the Holy Scriptures that we learn of these mandates
which give concrete form to the command since they do not
emerge from reality but descend into it. It is from the WORD
that we learnt what must be done, and Jesus Christ is the
WORD which speaks through these mandates to us.~·
It has already been stated that Schuller avoids entering the
theological arena in the same way as Barth, Berkouwer,
Bultmann or KGng would enter it. It was also added though,
that everything that Schuller says within the Christian
realm, is based on a theological concept.
Nowhere in Schuller's vocabulary does he use the term sp~cial
ethics or refer to the mandates which are derived fr6m above,
as Bonhoeffer and Barth do. There is, however, a continual
reminder from Schuller that we are not directed by earthly




divine commands which are derived from the Word of ~od.
The point then, in working through this issue of special
ethics, is to show that Schuller is equally frustrated as
Earth, in as much as, that for both of them there has been
far too many human directives given pertaining to
Christianity, which have detracted from Jesus Christ.
Schuller emphasizes that the church, generally speaking, has
not brought the individual to a point of liberation in
Christ, but has continued to condemn the individual by
emphasizing its own mandates. 37 .
If we are to ask the question who is the God and what right
has He to command in this way? we would have to answer that
He is the Triune God, the Creator of Heaven and Earth. He is
not only Creator but our Reconciler and Redeemer.
His command encounters us it is determined by the fact that
He is God and the person who responds is the sinner to whom
God in His freedom is gracious. Ethics always deals with the
mystery of this encounter. For it is here as one is
reconciled to God, in this Man that he or she becomes free to
live for God. Therefore Earth makes a valid point when he
says that the whole truth of God is not known only as we meet
/ ...
Him as Creator but also Reconciler and Redeemer.
71.
His will
cannot simply be read off from these truths or else we have
another form of casuistry; yet God's command can never be
abstracted from a personal encounter with the Reconciler and
Redeemer. They are not universal ethical truths but the
truths of the one command as it meets man in these spheres.
We must never feel that man is completely able to interpret
this truth of encountering Jesus Christ to the uttermost and
our knowledge of these spheres pertaining to the truth can
never actually be full, yet we know the command is still
genuinely dictated by the Word of God to us, and ethics gives
a well-founded and legitimate witness to the light of
revelation.
To sum up we can say that the task of special ethics is to
ascertain the will of God for man in special circumstances
apart from casuistry which works from below to above~ This
can only be known in the God~man Jesus Christ, as He reveals
Himself in the mandates and as Creator redeems and
·1 39 .reconCl es.
This above point is the very thing that separates Schuller
from the secular humanists.
/ ...
For them every-thing begins with
7 ,-,...:.:..
individuals efforts and ends with a self-satisfaction that
the "I" has succeeded. Schuller affirms that the "I" can
succeed, but adds that this complete success is founded in a
true and meaningful relationship with Jesus Christ. 40. When
humanity stands condemned as the direct result of the
negative demand~ placed upon it by those who are attempting
to reform it, Schuller points this same humanity to the
Christ who ultimately restores broken lives.
We must now look at the next aspect which involves God the
Creator as Commander. As has been said before concerning
God's command, we must realise that it is the one whole
command of the one whole God, and it is in the fulfilment of
obedience to this command that man is free for God and for
eternal 1 i fe. We must now decide what this means in
relationship to one's Sanctification by His command. It must
be remembered that the God who meets us and in His command-
ment, is the God who is gracious to us in Jesus Christ, the
Creator who is Lord of all that is. Where and how do we know
of the commandment of God, in His particular form as Creator
and of a Sanctification of the creature action? This is
known only in Jesus Christ. For it is only in Him that we
know for certain what creation is and who the creator is
/ ...
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confronting men and women, and implicit within creation is
41.
the command of God.
It is only by faith that we can understand the creation
and if we have the faith to understand creation this
presupposes that we have a knowledge of the creative work of
Christ. Therefore we are already Sanctified because of our
knowledge of the Creator which is a knowledge derived from
f . tl 42.a 1 - r) • T l • l ' lIt· . b I .~e decreew~lc~ ma~es crea Ion POSSl . e 15 also
the gracious election of the individual in Jesus Christ. It
is in relation to the election of Jesus Christ that God
created the universe in Christ. Jesus then gives meaning and
purpose to His creation of the unlverse.
C:r ea t i on in it se I f i s God'~; 11 yes 11 t Cl all His wor ks 0 f wh i ch
man i~ part, and since this yes takes place in Jesus Christ
and includes men and women, it is also their Sanctification.
Therefore the command given to the individual by His creator




It would appear that all that Barth is saying is that God's
decree of creation had in view the individual's election in
/ ...
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Jesus Christ and is consequently one's Sanctification.
74.
God's
command to us is thus not seen apart from our election in
Christ, resulting in Sanctification. It is His
Sanctification because we not only see in Jesus Christ
humanity ·condemned, but humanity upheld and saved~44. For
Jesus both in crucifixion and resurrection is a human
creature, the elected one, who stands for all men and women.
In Jesus Christ we stands as pardoned sinners. If we are to
ask how God's command can already be our Sanctification the
answer must be found in the fact that we were created for
obedience in Jesus Christ. For it IS only In Jesus Christ
that one is created for freedom. 45.
How would Schuller respond to this? We need to pause for
just a moment to recognise that for Barth their is a definite
emphasis on sin and the doncemnation thereof by a Holy God.
This is important for Barth because it highlights the central
figure of the redemption of sinners in the persori, Jesus
C:hrist.
If the command is therefore the command of one's Creator as
part of that creation one i~ already elected in Jesus Christ,




Since in God's sight the elect Man re-
presents humanity, we are already Sanctified. Fur thE'
command is that of the One who has elected men and women in
The witness of Scripture respecting God the Creator is a
witness to Christ, the only ground and meaning of creation.
Darkness and chaos have a place in this witness only as
rejected realities, but the individual stands as accepted ln
Christ; thus Barth can speak of the triumph of creation, a
47.
completely Christ-centred theology.
In the light of the above then, it is no wonder that this man
has affected the thinking of the world of theology to the
same degree that Einstein and Newton affected the thinking of
the world of physics, and Kant, Hegel and Kierkegard the
thinking of the world of philosophy. But together with Barth
there were other thinkers who also made their mark on the
theological thinking of their day and we now move on to
consider Rudolf Bultmann. There will be sections of
Bultmann's thinking that will tie up with Schuller and Barth,
but we need to see by comparison how Schuller and Barth keep
bringing us back to our completeness in Christ Jesus in a way
/ ...
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which has similarities to Bultmann, but also differentiates
from hi m.
Up to this point in the thesis our consideration of Barth and
Schuller has certainly centred on the person and work of
Jesus Christ. In our developing Barth and Schuller's
Christology and Soteriology we need to pause briefly to see
whether Bultmann can contribute to this process. Bultmann
has presented what he believes to be a very clear and
definite picture of the work of Christ and we need to develop
this and apply it to Schuller and Barth. Bultmann's doctrine
of Justification and what he says concerning Sanctification
is of particular interest to us in our study.
F'ar t Two - F.:udol f Bul t mann
Bultmann has often been referred to as one of the 20th
century's most influencial theologians. Although referred to
as a radical by some of the more conservative evangelicals,
he was at heart a churchman, seeking by his scholarship to
make the Christian message live for his contemporaries. In
order to do this, Bultmann claimed that it was necessary to
recognise in the Bible that which was myth and then
/ ...
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demythologise it in order for it to be comprehendible.
He was greatly influenced by the existentialist, Martin
Heidegger and spent virtually his entire career reading the
New Testament as a Heideggerian document using historical -
critical methods to eliminate from the text elements
° to t . t to l' 48.reS1S lve 0 eX1S en la Ism. Bultmann saw the individual
as being inauthentic (not oneself) and when the New Testament
speaks of one as a sinner and under the sway of death, this
inauthenticity i~ what it has in mind. Salvation then, for
Bultmann, is radical openness to the future, which IS the
same as the individual's full acknowledgement that he or she
° tL d ° ° I 49.lS ~e eC1Slon ma~er. Bultmann parted company with the
"
secular theologians when they insisted the individual can
become authentic by forthrightly confronting his or her own
death, insecurity and meaninglessness, but for Bultmann,
being a Christian means that one is in need of a saviour, and
he even goes as far as to say that authenticity can be
achieved only through Jesus Christ.50 . It is in the light of
this then that we consider the views of Rudolf Bultmann




Justification by faith means for Bultmann in the first place,
(and here he follows the line of Lutheran Theology), forgive-
ness of sin as a historic event, - t 51.real in Jesus chris".
Bultmann points out that to speak of God means at the same
time to speak of man as being claimed by God. He sec=?s Ciod'~;
judging Word both convicting man of sin, and offering
forgiveness at the same time. Thus for Bultmann man before
- ~' ,,' d . t t t l t'" 52.l.:ioCJ 1 s sJ. nner an .Jus a r',e same 1 me • He points out
that it is the paradox of the Christian faith that there is
no progress from one to the other since in God's judgement
the justified man remains the sinful
53.
creature forever. Ho::?
now echoes Barth and points out that Justification does not
alter man's moral structure, and justice is no supernatural
quality to be demonstrated in good works. 54.
8Llltmann (31sc, SE-?es the f()'(en~-5ia: Llse cif the te'r'"m, IImad::-?
righteous" which he equC:\tes with Justification. 55 . He
goes to great lengths to show that the Old Testament had the
individual striving after righteousness because this led to
life. Strictly speaking he says, righteousness is the
condition for receiving salvation or' "li fe".56. This
condition of life in the New Testament is to be found only in
C:fwist.
/ ...
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In developing his relationship between humanity and God,
freqently uses the term righteous or righteousness. In
considering the contrast between Pauline and Jewish
conception of this term, he points out that it must be
clearly recognised that there is complete agreement between
them as to the formal meaning of righteousness or being
reckoned righteous. 80th see it as a forensic
eschatologicalterm.57 .
For 8ultmann the doctrine of Justific~tion IS the all
important doctrine. When one consIders all the other
doctrines pertaining to man's relationship with God, one must
end up at the doctrine of Justification. There is no place
for a doctrine of Sanctification in his doctrine as he claims
that this teaching of a sanctifying experience is out of
If there is such a thing as a Holy Life, it can only
stem from one place and that is the doctrine of
Justification. 8ultmann points out that the fact that you
are a Christian is in the indicative (justification). In
order to show that 8ultmann does not see any Justification!
Sanctification progression, he affirms that now that one is a
Christian one must therefore act like one, which is in the
. t· 58.Impera Ive.
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Strictly speaking then 8ultmann would simply
combin~ the two.
80.
This makes Sanctification simply an ethical
command based on Justification.
80th Schuller and Barth would need to object to this almost
over simplification of one's Sanctification. Sanctification
for both Schuller and Barth is an all important doctrine
because of the idea of completeness that surrounds it in
their thinking. They would, however, be in agreement with
the absolute position one has in Christ, having being
declared righteous by the Holy God in one's Justification.
For both Barth and Schuller the reconciling process goes
further than simply a question of God no longer letting his
wrath prevail. The process is made complete in Jesus Christ
and then the Holy Spirit continues to work in the life of the
individual reminding them of their call to a holy life
because of the absolute victory in Chyist.
Schull~r does not develop a pneumatology concerning the
position of completeness that he holds so dearly to. Barth
develops a doctrine which considers the work of the Holy
Spirit in the life of the individual pointing out that the
Spirit does not make one more complete but constantly reminds
/. ..
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us of our completeness and convicts us to live up to that
completeness.
Part Three
This will be developed in the last chapter.
The F.:eformed Theologian -. G.G. 8erkouwer
The main objective in considering Berkouwer in this thesis is
to show how he differs in his thinking concernIng
Sanctification to the thinking of that of Schuller and Barth.
The point has been stressed over and over again In this study
that at th~ centre of both Schuller and Barth's thinking IS a
success story. This term is used selectively and implies
that we are assured of a total victory in life because of the
finished work of Christ on the cross. What we have in both
Barth and Schuller is a fully applied doctrine of
Sanctification for the here and the now. 8erkouwer places
much emphasis on the work of the Holy Spirit who is at
present bringing about this Sanctification of the believer.
For both Barth and Schuller this approach would be
unacceptable. For Barth it would imply an incomplete work of
Christ on the cross and for Schuller this incomplete state
would radically affect individual's self-esteem because of
the continued emphasis on one's shortcomings.
/ ...
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Let us then move on to examine Berkouwer to see whether or
not this is so and to consider any similarities that might
occur in his thinking and that of Barth andSchuller.
I3.C. Berkouwer, a Dutch theologian In the Reformed
t'(adition, is often considered as a "Neo-Calvinist" (fo'( lack
of a better term~) He repudiated the typical God in a box
type of Neo-Platonism into which Dutch Calvanism had fallen
at the turn of the century. He felt that F.:eforme.d theolo(JY
was sympathetic toward the metaphysical debate and that there
needed to be a complete break away from the Greek mystIcIsm
that had crept into Dutch thinking.59 .
In looking at Berkouwer and his theological system, it is not
surprising that it has been said that Barth feels that
Berkouwer is the only theologian that can criticise him
intelligently. It would seem that this was so because Barth
took Calvin to his logical conclusion in his view of the
SoverSignty of God and Berkouwer being a Calvinist could
understand this. Barth aligns himself with Berkouwer's book
Faith and Sanctification and comments that he is particularly
happy to record his general agreement with it. 60 . Let us
consider briefly then a summary of Berkouwer's view of
I . ..
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Justification and Sanctification to establish how his
thinking aligns itself with that of Schuller and Barth.
A New Beqinni'l9.
For Berkouwer the individual experiences a new beginning in
the Christian life. This new beginning is a direct result of
the Power of the Holy Spirit working through and in the
individual. The question asked by Berkouwer is whether this
individual is now a new person or does he or she simply have
a new perspective on life. Berkouwer points out that there
can be no Christian life without God and the new life in
Chr"ist involves both a new PE~r"spectivE:? <'"1.nd <'"1. new per~;on. In
his book Faith and Juc;tification
6
1. Berkouwer points out
that the ordo salutis cannot simply be answered by a proces~;
of proof te)';ting.62 . In looking at this new beginning he
addresses thf.~ question of ordo salutis and points out that
salvation has everything to do with human life down to its
most subjective facets. The point Berkouwer is making has to
do with sola fide and sola gratia. Should one within oneself
see two distinct sa1vations, one subjective in faith and one
objective in the work of Christ, then one would be falling
into the same error as the Roman Catholic concept of the
/ ...
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function of faith which is seen as a preparatory phase
preceding Justification or infused grace. 63 . Berkouwer
continues to point out that Reformation Theology has always
pr ot £'!st ed that f ai th as pr op()sed in t he Roman Cat hol i c or do
salutis loses its central and total character, and becomes a
t L fit· 64.mere step on ~e way 0 sa va Ion.
For Berkouwer faith in the new beginning possesses no unique
functional value; it rests wholly in God's grace. He points
out that in order to avoid the heresy which always invades
the or-do salutis at the point of sola fide it isrlel:es~;ary to
realise that the entire way of salvation is only meant to
illuminate sola fide and sola 9.r.atia becaust:' only then can it
be confessed that Christ is the way.55.
Along with Barth, Berkouwer rejects the view of infused
gr ac e. He does however put a lot of emphasis on the work of
the Holy Spirit in making the individual aware of his
sonship. The infused grace which Berkouwer opposes is the
Roman Catholic view that in every individual there is a
"Divine Spark"
/ ...
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Schuller would also reject this concept of infused grace.
For him the whole idea of striving to improve one's position
in Christ needs to be rejected. This would mean that the
individual in a sense has failed and therefore a self
improvement programme is embarked upon. Whc.'l.t Schull e.r
continually emphasizes is that we are complete in Christ and
therefore let us recognise the completeness in order to
realise the inherent potential within us.
Let us now develop Berkouwer's thinking concerning infused
grace as we relate it to that of Barth and Schuller.
Berkouwer in looking at the question of infused grace asks
the question concerning the awareness of the individual In
his relationship to Christ. Is there not a growing awareness
that would hint at a progression within the life of the
individual in his or her relationship with Jesus Christ?
Berkouwer points out that it is this awareness that the Holy
Spirit gives one that makes one aware that Justification has
taken place. For Berkouwer, this then is the first step;
next, comes the individual's Sanctification;
/ ...
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Holy Spirit working within a persorr's life, making one aware
and bringing the conviction to live a Holy life. It is al so
the Holy Spirit that brings the gratitude within the
individual as to what Father and Son have done. It can
therefore be s~idthat it is the work of the Holy Spirit to
sanctify one by working in and through
66.
one.
In showing his rejection of this infused grace and in
order to give clarity on the question of one's progression,
Berkouwer points out that the progress of Sanctification is a
process comparable with no other process.
Sanctification never meant working out one's own salvation
under one's own auspices; on the contrary, it meant working
out one's own salvation with a rising dependence on God's
,-. 67 ..:Jr ace.
In the light of this concept of working out one's own
salvation, it is vitally important that we also consider the
question of biblical language in order to understand
Berkouwer and his view pertaining to the process of being
built up. This will also enable us to grasp more fully the
fundamental differences in this type of thinking compared to
that of Barth and Schuller.
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Biblical Language
Berkouwer takes note of the Biblical language which seems to
indicate a progression in the Christian life.
this is the whole analogy of the seed and its being planted
and the growth that takes place. Obviously this is closely
linked to the whole doctrine of infused grace and that is why
Berkouwer states that the Reformed tradition, of which he IS
part, rejects the concept of infused grace, but does however
see progression in the life of the believer. Ber kouwer say~;
it is something happening in the believer whereas Barth would
say it is something happening through the believer.
Berkouwer's emphasis would be on the Holy Spirit working in
the believer, convicting him or her of sin. Barth would
emphasize the Holy Spirit reminding the believer of his or
her position in Christ and therefore it would be a reflection
of the finished work at Calvary displayed through the
believer and not something strived for. For Berkouwer this
action of the Spirit in the believer reveals itself in the
evidence of the fruit of the Holy Spirit.
Schuller states that as a result of that which has happened




can now be the achiever that I ought to be. By this he
simply means that we are a new cre~tion in Christ and the
Holy Spirit continues to work through me reminding me of this
fact. As a direct result of this knowledge of one's
completeness in Christ, one can now face life boldly and
attempt those things never thought possible before.
Let us now move .on to consider Hans KOng, the Roman Catholic
theologian. It has been the thought of the Roman Catholic
Church that we are continuously in need of striving foY
perfection that has brought strong opposition fyom both
Schuller and Barth. Barth has approached it theologically
and Schuller has approached it humanistically. Both concludE-?
that the striving should not be toward becoming like Christ
but rather a striving toward a realisation of who we aye in
C:hrist.
The F~oman Catholic Theologian
Before considering KOng's 'contribution to the doctrines in
question, let us briefly consider the man himself and the
influence that he has had on current theological thinking.
This will help us to understand why KGng is considered to be
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important in the discussion pertaining to Schuller and Barth
and-the individual's relationship to a Holy God.
K"Lmg has been r egar ded as a P"( O~F· essi ve th i nker who has
certainly influenced Roman Catholic thinking over the years.
He helped to promote many of the refOrms at the Second
Vatican Council, pushing Roman Catholicism to its doctrinal
limits as his book Council, t?(~form and Peunion (1'351) shows.
In his work Justification (1954) he even advanced the
startling thesis that the Calvinist and the Roman Catholic
views of Justification are substantially the same, with the
Council of Trent's teaching being an extreme which is
defensible only as a necessary answer to the opposite extreme
of Luther. 69. KLlIlg did not think that this compromised
Trent's irreformability, since its presentation remained true
in context, even if it needed to be supplemented to achieve
the total picture. His reservations about the papacy as a
true pastorate, along with his publication Humane Vitae on
birth control, launched him into a fuller investigation of
authority in his book Infallible. If K~ng was moving toward
a reformation position on Justification and the Petrine
office, it seemed to the conservatives that he was in actual




The implications of this denial
came out in his apologetic work On being 9. Christian (1'371)
in which while stressing Christ's centrality, he called many
New Testament stories uncertain, contradictory and legendary.
In this writing ~(Llng alsc. wt~akened Clod's transcendancE? in
favour of Christ's humaniity and seemed to present Christ
m.Yre as an ey;ample to follo',.,I than a "Divine Saviour in whom
t - t t 11 70.,u rus . It can be seen then that this man certainly
has, and still is, influencing theology within the Roman
Catholic Church although he is no longer recogised as a Roman
Catholic theologian. In the light of this we now consider
briefly his doctrine of Justification and Sanctification.
Kung points out that before the topic can be discussed it
needs to be realised that there is a process of Justification
which really is not Justification, and a process of
Sanctification which is Sanctification In appearance only.
Justification and Sanctification of sinful people are found
in every religion. In some it is accomplished through
nature-magic, in others through piety which expresses itself
in ritual worship or through a morality which emphasises
active fulfilment of duty.
Ki..ing says:
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what we are speaking of here is not just
any sanctification, and certainly least of
all man's autonomous self-justification and
self-sanctification as they are understood
in the Scriptures, which, for the Christian,
are binding. 71 .
For Knng Justification and Sanctification is God's work and
must therefore be seen as Christ working in our lives. These
two are a Divine movement, not just one's response, but God's
act. This act is twofold, God's declaration is one's
Justification and God setting man apart is one's
Sanctification.
This declaration also has legal character and we need to
develop K~ng's thinking on this before moving on.
Justificatioh has ~ legal character
For KQng the whole concept of Justification is forensic. He
makes the point that the root word for dikaioun (to justify)
and dikaiosis (justification) is dike (punishment). This
occurs only three times in the New Testament and is always
understood as criminal justice and punishment (Acts 28:4;
2 Thess. 1:'3; Jude 7). KUng then sees this action as God
dealing with sinful man in the setting of a courtroom scene
/ ...
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where man is either legally declared free or legally declared
condemned. KGng regards the legal aspect of Justification in
the synagogue teaching as significant where Paul for his own
terminology has drawn e:l;tensively upon the "juYidical
language of the
72.
Phay i sees" .
This concept of KGng ceytainly makes the point cleay that one
is Justified as a direct result of God's Grace. Ba"rth, as
has alYeady been pointed out, holds very much to the legal
aspect of the individual's Justification as it is declared by
the Righteous God in Chyist. What would pyesent a pYoblem
for Barth would be K~ng's appYoach to the individual's
Sanctification within the context of the gyOUP 01' the church.
K~ng would be more in line with G.C. Berkouwer and this
approach does open itself up to the idea that upon
examination the individual finds himself unworthy because of
a position that is yet to be achieved but in fact nevey will
be achieved while out of the pyesence of the LoYd.
This unwoythiness for Schulley would be a problem because it
would lead to a detraction from the individual's positive
self-esteem and hence result in self-condemnation as apposed
to a positive realisation as to who we really are or can be
I ...
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in Christ Jesus. Let us now consider Kung's thinking
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pertaining to the individual being set apart prior to our
consideration of his view on the individual's part in the
.. . d et· f' - t· - 73 .events of JustIfIcatIon an ~anc 1 lLa.lun.
Set Apayt
For K~ng the terms ~anctified (verb) oy Sanctification (noun)
aye inseparable from the teyms Justified (verb) or
Justification (noun). He stresses very clearly that although
the two are inseparable they must not be confused. He would
see this setting apart as being the work of the Holy Spirit
in the life of one who has already been justified by the
Father in Christ. We see ~hen for K~ng this doctrine
involves the work of all the members of the trinity. In
looking at the work of the trinity it must be understood says
KGng that the work of Christ is more than His standing in my
stead (forensic), rather my righteousness is based on the
fact that Christ has been Justified and Sanctified.
This section of K~ng's we are about to consider is of pyime
importance to the central theme. We need to remind ourselves
that for both Barth and Schuller the yole that individuals
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play or do not play in relation to their Sanctification is
crucial. For Barth the central thought emphasizes the role
ChYist took as Man. For Schuller the central theme
con,: entr at es on the par t' the i nd i vi dual c an now have as a
direct result of the role taken by the Man, Christ Himself.
We consider then:
Man's part in Justi ficati'-ln and Sancti fication
Based on his strong forensic approach to Justification, KGng
points out that it is i~possible for any person to be
Justified by works, even if these works are prescribed by the
holy law of Israel. No one can stand before God in his own
strength. We are Justified through God's grace, and thereby
every human achievement is excluded when Justification is in
question. KUng also differentiated between works and acts.
He does this by showing that the individual cannot be saved
by works, but one's act of faith in Jesus Christ saves Him.
Justification thrc1ugh faith alone bespeaks
the complete inc~pacity and incompetence of
man for any sort of self-justification. In
justification the sinner cannot give any-
thing which he does not receive from grace.
/ ...
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The attitude of simple trusting submission
under God's gracious judgement is faith
which does not even appeal to its own self,
its deed or its attitude, which would only be
the craftiest kind of glorifying (1 Cor. 4:7;
Rom. 4:20). Thus no work not even a work of
love justifies man, but only faith, justified
through God Hi msel f. 74.
In the book Theologians Today, pages 41 and 42, KDng
summarises his view pertaining to the part the Christian
plays in his or her,Sanctification. This is a very
comprehensive section and an attempt to express Kang's view
in other words would be doing him an injustice. l.Jha.t follows
then is a quote from the abovementioned book showing Kung's
views on this matter.
Now with sanctification the case is different.
God's sanctification impels man to sanctify
his own self. 'Just as he who calls you is
holy, so also ought you to become holy in all
your dealings. For it is written: Be holy,
f or I am hol y' (1 Pet. 1:.1 ~5 f; cf. Lev. 11: 44) .
This 'self-sanctifying' of man can be very easily
misunderstood. It is God who sanctifies we saw
that. God in Jesus Christ. On the Cross, the
Holy One of God, rejected by man, sacrificed
himself for our sanctification, to be given back
to us in the Resurrection: Christ is our sancti-
fication (1 Cor. 1:30); his Holy Spirit makes
this holiness fruitful in external works (2 Thess.
2:13; 1 Pet. 2:2). Holiness thus means the state
of belonging to God and being dedicated to God,
in which man, sharing as a member of the Church
in the Holy Spirit, has been called to holy
service and holy sacrifice - in Christ. Up to
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this point, then, there is no self-sanctification
of man: no sanctification of man himself, but
only by the unmerited grace of God in Jesus
Christ through his Holy Spirit.
But there is a 'self-sanctification' of man
insofar as man himself - not by himself, but he
himself - has to sanctify himself. 'This is the
l..,Iill of God, your sanctification' (1 Thess. 4:3).
God's will is the basis and goal of our continued
sanctification. This sanctification means
behaviour pleasing to God (4:1), which consists
in the observance of the commandments (4:2),
especially purity of bodily life in refraining
from unchastity (4:3), so that even the marriage
relationship is ·fulfilled with sanctification
and honour (4: 4), ' For God has not call ed us to
unchastity, but to sanctification' (4:7:>. l.Je
ought then to dedicate our members to the
s ('? r vi c e 0 f justic e for san c t i fieat ion CP 0 m. G: 1'3) .
Thus the fruit of purity is sanctification (Rom.
G:22); with modesty we must persevere in it
(1 Tim. 2:15). We must actively pursue sanctifi-
cation. Without it, no one will see the Lord
O-leb. 12: 14:>. 75.
Barth, Schuller and Berkouwer would support Knng in the above
quote on his view pertaining to the concept of self-
jL.lsti fication. For all of them it is only God who can
Justify. They are in agreement that strong emphasis is
placed on the forensic aspects of the person's Justification
as he or she is declared righteous by the Holy God.
The quote indicates that the individual is involved in his or
her Sanctification.
/ ...
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of the commandments of God which w,ill lead to a holy life.
Berkouwer would place more emphasis on the Holy Spirit's
involvement in thii process but would generall agree with
f:::Llng. Barth and Schuller on the other hand would have a
problem with this concept of Sanctification.
Sanctification is not something worked at.
For Ba'rth
It is a completed
act i n Cf)'( i st. The individual is declared both Justified and
Sanctified in Christ. For Schuller the very basis of bieng
in a position to de~elop a positive self-esteem is because of
the completeness of oneself in Christ. f:::Llng'S pur sui ng
Sanctification would lead to all sorts of problems for
Schuller because of the concept of failure. 1. e.
happen to the individual if he or she failed in his or her
pursuit? This would lead to a sSnse of not having achieved.
For Schuller the achieving has been done by Christ and now
the individual's responsibility is to acknowledge that
achievement and apply it to one's lifestyle.
Having examined these various men, we conclude then, that
irrespective of their particular theological positions, they
are all primarily concerned with the individual's
relationship to a Holy God. The purpose in doing this
comparison is not simply to show the differences in their
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thinking, but rather to show why Schuller and Barth have
formed the basis of this study and not Schuller and one of
the other men under discussion.
Having formulated some pattern of thought then concerning our
Sanctification it is now of prime importance for us to
establish whether or not Schuller and Barth's thinking would
fit into a contemporary evangelical theology of Justification
and Sanctification. If their contributions to the
theological world in their consideration of who the
individual is, or at least who he thinks he is, are not
firstly contemporary and secondly evangelical, then alas this
thesis is nothing else but another theological exercise.
Schuller's major thrust in his ministry is to meet people at
their point of need. Barth's views on Sanctification were
intended to do just this. Barth saw the church as locked
into a sense of failure because of its poor views on the
finished work of Christ. For both Schuller and Barth a
message of hope was of prime importance. Not one of
struggling and pursuing and possibly achieving, but one of





Let us then move on to establish what could be regarded as a
contemporary evangelical theology of Justification and
Sanctification and then in the light of our discovery move on
to evaluate the thinking of the two men in question, Schuller
and Bc.'1."( t h .
It will now become apparent that Berkouwer, Kung and Bultmann
no longer take a significant role in the development of this
thesis. They were introduced as a means of comparison to
show that besides Barth who is compatible with Schuller,
there are other leading theologians who would not necessarily
be compatible with Schuller's thinking.
The point has been made that Schuller's human self-esteem can
only be compatible with a doctrine that holds to an absolute
Sanctification and this is found in the thinking of Karl
Bat- th.
Berkouwer, Bultmann and K~ng certainly have similarities, but
having seen Bayth and Schuller in the light of some other
leading thinkers in this field, it is now necessary to move
on and concentrate on the two centre figures of our study,
namely~ Barth and Schuller.
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BAF.:TH AND SCHL!.!-.LEf~ 1.l:!. THs. LIGHT OF ~ [.:ONTEMPOF.:APY
EVANGELICAL THEOLOGY OF JUSTIFICATION AND SANCTIFICATION
The closing section of the previous chapter pointed out that
both Schuller and Barth could be regarded as being
contemporary. If what Schuller and Barth are saying is to be
taken seriously then it needs to be evaluated in the light of
contemporary evangelical views on Justification and Sanctifi-
cation.
It is important to stress that Berkouwer, Bultmann and Knng
are now excluded from the study, not because their thinking
on Justification and Sanctification could not be referred to
as contemporary and evangelical, but, rather they highlight
the proximity of Schuller to Barth. They have served their
purpose for this study, as has been pointed out in the
previous chapter, and now the time has come to turn our
attention toward Schulle~ and Barth.
Whenever one comes to an evaluation of any particular
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doctrine it is essential that a norm be first established.
This norm would then serve as a comparative tool against
which the doctrine or doctrines in ~uestion could be tested.
In this particular case we have come to consider Schuller's
concept of human self-esteem and hbw.it relates to the
doctrine of Sanctification in Neo-Orthodoxy, or more
specifically, Karl Barth.
As we find ourselves reaching a point of evaluation we need
to determine certain criteria which will ultimately affect
both Schuller and Barth. It is essential that these criteria
are not derived from our own thoughts 01" standards but rather
from Scripture itself.
Let us then move on and establish what the writer of this
thesis regards as an evangelical basis and interpretation for
the doctrines of Sanctification and Justification. We need
to remember that we have considered Schuller's biblical basis
for his doctrine of self-esteem and now we consider
Justification and Sanctification.
If the evangelicals are rejecting Schuller and more
specifically Barth in this instance, then we need to
I . ..
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In the light of that which has already been
examined in chapters 2 and 3, it will now become clear that
evangelicals agree with Barth and Schuller on the doctrine of
Justification, but differ with them on the doctrine of
Saricti fication. It will be pointed out that even on the
doctrine of Sanctification there are similarities between
neo-orthodox and evangelical thinking concernIng
Sanctification.
We move on then to determine an evangelical base and, in
doing so, will discuss how Schuller and Barth compare with
these points of view.
Evangelical theology defines Justification as that act of God
by which the sinner, who is responsible for his guilt and IS
under condemnation but believes in Christ, is pronounced just
and righteous, or acquitted, by God the" Judge. 1. (F.:om. 3:28;
4: 25; 5: 16, 18; 8: 28-34). In the Scriptures we see that God




The noun Justifi~~tion is not frequently used in the Bible
It is used only twice by Paul in his letter to the Romans.
The Biblical writers are prone to speak of Justification in
dynamic terms of the verb Justify which is also found in the
L_XX. "Righteousness is a pregnant dynamic tet-m of action
describing God's act of pronouncing righteous, making
2.
righteous or even doing righteousness."
James Packer refers to it as a forensic term, denoting a
judicial act of administering the law, in this case, by
declaring a verdict of acquittal, and so excluding all
possibility of condemnation. Justification thus settles the
IE?~~al status of the person Justi fied. 3.
This is the point that both Schuller and Barth have displayed
in all their thinking. The individual, in order to live a
life of completeness in Christ, needs to take seriously the
fact that he or she has legally been declared free.
The Apostle Paul makes this point very clear and we pause
briefly to examine what he says in order to underline that
/" ...
which both Barth and Schuller are in full agreement with.
Part Two The Apostle Paul and Justification
A characteristic of Paul's usage of the term Justification is
that he never goes to great length to explain the term when
he uses it. He assumes that his readers are aware of the
forensic meaning.
Paul with his Jewish background and his awareness of the Old
Testament concept of righteousness and judgement also makes
use of the term eschatologically.
that Justification has two sides.
We say according tn Paul
On thf..? one hand r it means
the pardon, remission and non-imputation of all sins,
reconciliation to God, and the end of His enmity and wrath.
(Ac t s 13: 3'3; I? om . 4: b, 7; 2 Cor. 5: 1 ':); I? om . 5: '~j f f ) . On the
other hand, it means the bestowal of a righteous man's status
and a title to all the blessings promised to the just: a
thought which Paul amplifies by linking Justification with
.the adoption of bel.ievers as God's sons and heirs.
(Pom. 8: 14 f f ; Ga 1. 4: 4 f f). 4.
Paul's deliberate paradoxical reference to God as justifying
/ ...
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the same Greek phrase as is used by
• . f..
the LXX in Exod. 23:7; Isa. 5:23 of~he corrupt judgemen~
that God will not tolerate, reflects his awareness that this
is a startling doctrine.
Even in this brief study of the Apostle Paul's doctrine of
Justification it is clear that both Schuller and Barth could
be said to have a Pauline doctrine of Justification. The
emphasis being on t~e definite declaration of righteousness
for the redeemed sinner.
It je just as important to establish whether or not Earth and
Schuller's thinking would be compatible to a evangelical
doctrine of Sanctification.
doctyine.
Part Three - Sanctification
We move on then to consider this
The significance of the doctrine of Sanctification IS not a
doctrine that was founded in the Christ of the New Testament,
but Yight from the earliest times in the Old Testament
writings we find reference to it. Sanctification is seen by
evangelical scholars as one of the most important concepts in
/ ...
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Biblical and historical theology and the term Sanctification
and terms referring to it appear more than a thousand times
, 5.
in the Scrlptures.
For some evangelicals Sanctification may be defined as the
process of acquiring sanctity or holiness as a result of
association with deity. The problem for some scholars with
this definition would be the word process. Barth fOr-
instance would immediately oppose such a definition and would
point out that one's holiness is complete in Chr-ist. ThE'?
process has already been completed and it is now our
responsibility to acknowledge that completeness and to live
up to it as the Holy Spirit convinces us of this fact and our
now new found moral obligation.
Although the doctrine of Sanctification originates in the Old
Test ament, fo'( t he pur pose 0 f t hi s thesi s and an evangel i ':: al
approach'to this doctrine we are going to concentrate more on
the New Testament application of it. The reason for this
being that we are majoring on the finished work of Christ on
the cross and its significance in the doctrines of Self-
Esteem and Sanctification.
/ .- ..
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As already mentioned concerning the Greek root, it can be
assumed that the most important Greek term for Sanctification
is haqiasmos. which denotes the state of grace or sanctity
not inher-ent in its subject, but the result of an outside
t · 6.ac Ion. In the New Testament we have three definite
meanings of sanctification which emerge. The first two deal
with the Sanctification of the Father and the Son. The point
to note regar-ding these two instances and Schuller and
Barth's ~hinkinq is the emphasis on that which is an
accomplished fact. Both the Father and the Son are
completely Sanctified. This is a clear biblical point. l.Je
need to note then that the Sanctified Father has declar-ed us
Sanctified in and through the action of the Sanctified Son.
Let us note briefly the Scriptural evidence which underscores
this before moving on to discuss the Sanctification of the
believe!'".
The Sancti fication of God the Father 7.
When Jesus prayed, He acknowledged the holiness or sanctity
of His Father (John 17:11). In the model prayer believers
are taught to pray for'the hallowing (sanctifying) of the
/ ...
Father's name. (Matt. 6: '3; Luke 11: 2).
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The Sancti fication of the SonS.
The Son was Sanctified by the Father (John 10:36) at the
Incarnation, and the Son Sanctified or dedicated Himself for
the sake of His disciples (John 17:19). In these instances
the meaning is separation, it designates a relationship
rather than inner moral renewal.
There are generally three approaches to the believer's
Sanctification, namely that the believer is Sanctified
positionally. An exa~ple of this is the Corinthian believers
where they were Sanctified yet remained carnal.
Sanctification in this sense is attributive or imputational;
it designates one's status, position or relationship, and not
necessarily one's nature or spiritual condition.
Secondly, we have an approach to Sanctification whereby the
believer is Sanctified progressively. We saw this definition
with G.C. Berkouwer and Hans K~ng in the previous section.
/ ...
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This begins the moment the individual comes into a
relationship with Christ. It designates imparted
I' i ghte;:lu~;ness and occurs when one bE?comE?s~ a partaker of the
divine nature (2 Pet. 1:4), a new creation in Christ (2 Cor.
5:17), or is born anew (John 3:5-8). It involves not only a
changed relationship to God but a changed nature, a real as
well as a relative change.
Thirdly, we have a Sanctification where the believer is
Sanctified entirely. Of all the views of Sanctification this
one is.the most debated and yet seems to make the most sense
as will be seen in the next chapter.
It needs to be stressed at this point that neither Barth nor
Schuller claim a sinless life while still in the flesh. The
point is made though by both men that in a progressive view
of Sanctification the individual is still working towards
completeness in Christ and full recognition is not made of
the position we already have in Christ because of the
finished work on the cross.
To summarise then, we could say that in moving towards a
contemporary evangelical theology of Justification and
/ ...
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Sanctification we affirm that:
Justification is an act whereby ~an is declared righteous by
a Holy God through the work of Jesus Christ on the cross,
and;
Sanctificatinn is that work of God made complete in Jesus
Christ and affirmed by the Holy Spirit whereby man is now set
apart, as a result 6f his being declared righteous by the
Holy God.
Those theologians such as Berkouwer and KOng who see
Sanctification as being a proces~ cannot simply be discarded.
They have made an invaluable contribution to the
theologically thinking world and even in this thesis
cognisance is taken of their principles pertaining to
Justification and Sanctification.
To oversimplify Barth could result in a complacent attitude
towards one's holy life. We can say then, yes one is
involved, one has a responsibility. Paul emphasizes this,
but at the same time we need to read what Paul is saying in
Philippians in conjunction with what he says to the
/ ...
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The individual's efforts unless founded
in Christ are worthless and the believer's attitude toward
his or her Sanctification is that of perfection, and that we
are involved with a Holy God who will not tolerate a
complacent attitude toward our position in Christ, but that
the believer's position in Christ is not dependent on his or
her action but rather the completed work of Christ at
C:al var y.
. ,
The time has now come for us now to evaluate Schuller's
position regarding his concept of human self-esteem. This
will be done in the light of what we have achieved in a
comparative study of the views pertaining to the individual's
Sanctification.
The above exercise has revealed to us that both the thinking
of Barth and Schuller, regarding one's Sanctification, may
certainly be considered as being evangelical.
We move on then to draw to conclusion our comparative study
of Robert Schuller's concept of human self-esteem in relation
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CHAPTEr;;: FIVE
The question has been asked throughout this thesis as to
whether or not Schuller's concept of the individual's self-
esteem and Barth's doctrine of Sanctification do in fact have
anything in common.
It would be of tremendous value to us if in the deliberation
that follows we keep in mind all that has been said
regarding Schuller, his life, ministry and how he perceives a
lost world reconciled to a Holy God.
The same must then apply to Karl Barth. Let us recapitulate
very briefly to refresh our thinking concerning these two
men.
F.:ober t Se hull er
Schuller's association with some of the leading positive
thinkers of our age has branded him a positive thinker rather
/ ...
than a theologian/evangelical churchman.
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As we considered
his biblical basis for his human self-esteem it became clear
that he had worked through his concepts from a Scriptural
basis. The point that Schuller makes J and will now form the
bac.-:;is of oUr corH:lusion, is that the individual is in fact a
'.....orthy being.
If we are to be strictly evangelical then we need to
acknowledge that everything that this exceptional theologian
has had to say cannot be accepted at face value.
fOr a moment and recapitulte on his doctrine of Sanctifica-
tion relating to the revelation of the Word of God, we find
Barth to be anything but the conservative evangelical. On
the other hand when we come to his Soteriology and his
Christology we find a man who presents some absolutely
brilliant concepts.
Barth's central theme throughout his doctrine of
Justification and Sanctification is Jesus Christ. We cannot
even attempt to consider the individual's relationship to a
Holy God without beginning and ending with Jesus Christ in
/ ...
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The point which we are now going to pursue
in the light of Schuller is the individual's completeness in
Ch·ris;t. A completeness which brings with it a confidence, an
assurance, an absolute realisation of that whi~h we are and
should be in Christ Jesus.
Having refreshed our thinking as to the central theme in the
thesis and in the thinking of Schuller and Barth, it is
necessary to now consider the question of humanism which is
significant in the study of Schuller and particularly his
concept of self-esteem. This brief consideration will also
be useful in det~rmining a link between the individual's
self-worth and the completeness in Christ as defined by
Barth.
In introducing Schuller in the earlier part of the thesis it
was pointed out that he has often been referred to as a




The Christian humanist values culture but
confesses that man is fully developed only as
he comes into a right relationship with Christ.
When this happens, a person can begin to
experience growth in all areas of life as the new
creation of revelation. 1.
The Christian humanists can also be described as thos~ who
believe that Christian revelation has a humanistic emphasis
pointing to the fact that man was made in the image of God,
that Jesus Christ became man through the incarnation, and
that the worth of the individual is a consistent theme in the
teaching of Jesus. Now the difference in emphasis between
Christian and secular huminists needs to be noted and can be
seen in the definition of secularism.
"Secularism or secular humanism is a way of life and thought
that is pursuE~d ',.,Jithout reference to God or religion. It is
a non "religious i3.pproach to individual and ~;ocial lifE?,,2.
In the light of the above it is then possible that Schuller
could be described as a Christian humanist, but to classify
him as a secular humanist would be Yidiculous and erroneous.
Schuller continuously refers to the individual's relationship
with Christ and the need to recognise one's new found
position in Him.
/ " ..
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If Schuller is a Christian humanist, what then is his
relationship to Barth, theologically speaking? The writer of
this thesis is of the firm belief that there is indeed a very
real and dynamic relationship between Schuller's concept of
human self-esteem and specific aspects of the doctrine of
Sanctification in Neo-Orthodoxy and in particular in Karl
Barth.
In bringing these two concepts together, it is of prime
importance that we realise that with self-esteem we are
dealing primarily with an attitude of the mind that
ultimately affects the attitude of the heart. With Sancti--
fication we are dealing with an attitude of the heart that
ultimately affects the attitude of the mind. Th i s ~:;t at ement
requires clarification but the understanding of it proves the
thrust of this thesis. Let us therefore elaborate on it in
order to formulate a definite conclusion.
Part ThY€~e Schuller and Self-Esteem
To say that self-esteem is an attitude of the mind that
affects the attitude of the heart certainly sounds like
secularism or secular positive thinking.
/ ...
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surprising that Schuller has been misunderstood and misquoted
over the years. Having studied him and his human self-
esteem, there is reason enough to believe that he has been
misrepresented and in fact, presents a very acceptable
evangelical approach to the Christian life.
The problem for most conservative evangelicals is the
emphasis Schuller p\aces on the mind and the psychological
real m. They have interpreted this to mean that Schuller
claims that one can convince oneself of one's goodness to the
point of acquiring salvation and pardon from God. Thi s is
Schuller continuously reminds us that humanity is
incapable of saving itself and is in desperate need of a
S
. 3.aVl our,. Why then a beginning with the mind in order to
affect the heart?
The point was made earlier in the study that Schuller
considers the issue of men and women being created in the
image of a Holy God as an established fact. A fact that was
established in the Garden of Eden with the creation account.
Schuller's thrust is therefore to bring the individual to a
position within his or her cognitive realm where they can now
consider their worth as individual men and women.
/ ...
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that Schuller makes is that we will continue to fail in
reaching sinners just so long as we continue to address them
at a level which deals with the negatives in their lives.
The transition from the head to the heart comes when we,
having recognised our self-worth, now see that worth in the
sight of God in the light of the fact that this God sent His
perfect Son to die i.n our stead to redeem us. It is at this
point that Schuller is probably the furthest from the
doctrinal position that he claims to hold, namely, that of
being F.:eformed. In the above thinking there would be no
accommodating total depravity, irresistable grace or limited
atonement. The emphasis would be on bringing individuals to
that place of recognising that they are worthy and not
worthless, irrespective of how bad they may think they are.
The point that Schuller makes is that the church either
convinces people that they are so sinful that they are beyond
redemption or that they will never be anything because of the
inherent sinful nature within them. It is now that Schuller
offers hope, assurance and success in contradiction to this.
Having shown the individual his self-worth (the mind), this
is consolidated in one's position in Christ (the heart), then
/ ...
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a position is displayed which reflects completeness in Christ
that moves away from the continueal need of reminding oneself
of just how sinful one is. Schuller points the individual in
the direction of achievement and success because the One who
has liberated us, namely Christ, has Himself been the
ultimate achiever and successor in His conquering death in
coming forth triumphant from the grave.
In his book
4.
Self-Esteem The New Refnrmatinn Schuller
points out that the time is long overdue that individuals
take cognisance of the fact that they do not have to earn
self-esteem, but rather that it has been earned for them in
t. J -,. t 5.le person esus C~rlS .
It is this concluding statement of Schuller's that no~ brings
us to briefly consider Sanctification in Barth and then an
attempt will be made in bringing the two of them together.
Part FClur - Barth and Sanctification
It was stated that in Sanctification we are dealing with an
attitude of the heart that aff~cts the mind. The implication
of this is that one does not begin by establishing certain
/ ...
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The fact that
Christ exists establishes this concept once and for all ..
In the same way that Schuller stresses the accomplished fact
of one being created in the image of God, so Barth stresses
the accomplished fact of one being Sanctified in Christ. It
is this very attempt by oneself to prove one's Sanctifi-
cation that leads tQ futile works. On the other hand, as the
individual is exposed to the completed work of Christ on the
cross, it brings about a changed life, a renewed heart.
This absolute assurance the sinner has of being declared
righteous (Justified) and made complete in Christ
(Sanctified) leads to a positive knowledge (cognitive) which
then affects every aspect of one's lifestyle positively.
Let us now conclude by bringing these two dynamic concepts
together.
Part Five - Self-Esteem and Sanctification
Throughout the thesis reference has been made to the possible
common denominator that exists between Schuller's self-esteem
/ ...
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and Barth's Sanctification. The time has now come to
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identify that common denominator.
6.
In Schullt?r's b,:,ok Your Church Has £. Fantasti,: Future, he
defines what we termed earlier on in the study as a biblical
basis for self-esteem. There is one central figure which
Schuller refers to constantly. It is not the "I" of self
that the secular humanists refer to but the Son of God, Jesus
-l . t 7.I_: rlr l. s • For Barth, everything in theology points to Jesus
Christ, both His person and His works.
t l 1 f -l . t- 1 8.Christian theology outside ~e rea m 0 L~rl.s 0 ogy.
Jesus Christ then is the common denominator in both the
thinking of Barth and Schuller. The Christ who experienced
no failure allows us to be successful in Him and through Him.
Both Barth and Schuller would be quick to add that hardship
and failure will still be a reality in our everyday lives.
For Schuller it would mean a reaffirmation of one's self-
worth in Christ. A self-esteem that is not earned and
therefore cannot be lost. It is a self-esteem that is ours
in the finished work of Christ. For Barth it would simply
affirm that we cannot determine our measure of Sanctification
as reflected by our lifestyles, but rather that our Sancti-
/ ...
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fication is complete in Christ and the knowledge of this
accomplished fact will lead us into a lifestyle that is
pleasing to a Holy God.
In conclusion, can we come to any other point other than to
reaffirm that in Christ we are complete. In Him there is no
failure and because of Him we can take Schuller seriously
I,Jheo(" e he de fines The Sec r et 0 f SUI: cess!
Find a need and fill it.
Find a hurt and heal it.
Find a problem and solve it.
Find a chasm and bridge it.
Find somebody who's sick and
lead him to healing love.
Find somebody who's suffering from sin
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~ C:OMPAF.:AT I VE STUDY OF F.:OBEF.:T SCHULLEF.:' So CONCEF'T OF
HUMAN SELF-ESTEEM ill RELAT I ON TO SPEC I F I C f\SPECTfi OF
THE pOCTF.: I NE OF SANCT I F I CAT I ON IN NEO--OPTHODOXY
NOTE; This summary is included to form an integral part of
the thesis in terms of rule G41 of the 1989 General
p"( ospec t us.
CHAPTEF.: ONI;. "- I NTFWDUCT ION
This chapter introduces the thesis indicating that the title
implies a relationship between Dr Schuller'<3 r:ollr:ept of human
self-esteem and specific aspects of the doctrine of
Sanctification in Neo-Orthodoxy.
The objective of the thesis is to examine self-esteem and
Sanctification in the light of the above in order to
determine just how closely linked they are and to what degree
they influence each other.
Reference is1made to the fact that both Schuller and Barth
/ ...
have been misunderstood and misinterpreted and that what they
have to say is relevant to the evangelical church today.
n1APTEP H-JO _. THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN SELF-ESTEEM IN Iis.LA T_I ON TO
SAf\WT I F I CAT ION
This chapter introduc~s the concept of positive thinking
showing the link between this realm of thought and Schuller's
self-esteem. Schuller has associated himself with some of
the great positive thinkers of his time, I.e., Norman Vincent
Peale, Ed Foreman, Dennis Waitley, Wayne Dyer, Joyce Brothers
and Earl Nightingale. The influence that they have had on
his life and ministry is illustrated in the next section
entitled, Robert Schuller : His Life and Ministry.
In considering Schuller, his concept of possibility thinking
is developed showing how he has moved away from a pure
huministic approach to positive thinking. This ar'ea of
possibility thinking then leads us into a further development
of Schuller's where we consider the importance of a positive
self-esteem.
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C:HAPTEF.: THF.:EE - JUST I F I C:AT I ON AND SANCT I F I CAT I ON
This chapter introduces the link between Schuller's self-
esteem and a theological approach to Sanctification and
Justification. Aiong with Karl 8arth another three
theologians are also considered, namely, G.C. Berkouwer, Hans
Kung and Rudolf Bultmann.
The purpose of discussing these three men in comparison to
8arth will enable us to see why 8arth and the Neo-Orthodox
view of Sanctification have similarities to Schuller and not
views of 8erkouwer, Kung and 8ultmann.
C:HAPTEP FOUP - 8AF.:TH AND SCHULLEP ill THE LIGHT OF 6
CONTEMPOF.:APY EVANGELICAL THEOLOGY OF
JUST I F I CATION AND SANC:TI F I Cl~T I ON
Throughout the thesis it is emphasized that Schuller and
Barth are relevant for the thinking of the church today.
This chapter examines whether that is in fact true and also
compares them with a contemporary evangelical theology of
Justification and Sanctification.
/ ...
CHAPTEF.: FIVE r:ONC:LUS I ON
In conclusion we determine the common denominator between
Schuller and Barth and emphasize the fact that ultimately,
both of these men are leading us to a fuller and deeper
understanding of the complete work of Christ on the cross and
how this work affects our daily lives.
